The Allsync Anon has finally achieved transcendence. Ascending to godhood, in the instant before his spirit left our reality, he had a moment of clarity. He could have done anything. Solved any world problem. Elevated humanity to its next state of being.

He did none of these things. Instead, he made CYOAs real. Kind of. You see, the Allsync Anon wasn't just going to reward random anons for playing CYOAs. He was wise, and decided to reward the authors who toiled to make those CYOAs. The anons who played them would become their disciples, learning the art of their personal magic from their authors.

Every single author gained a sizable amount of power in accordance with their two best/most famous/most influential CYOAs. They were given some choice in the matter and a week’s worth of notice. Immediately, they forged alliances, made friends, and threatened each other with inhuman levels of violence. Some authors were stronger than others, though, as you’ll see.

They got their powers one second ago. You are being informed now. The information you need to know:

1. You will choose one author (or two lesser authors) from those below. I suggest using control-f. You can only choose an author who made a CYOA which you have made a build for. You will then be a disciple of this author, and they will know your name.
2. You will then choose at least one of the Boons that this author can give you. You must then choose an equal number of Banes and an equal number of Bugs. The author will know what you chose.
3. You will then choose one of two Paths, each corresponding to one of the two CYOAs associated with that author. This Path may have additional options, Boons, Banes, and/or Bugs. Read the flavor text.

Be wary of min-maxing. The powers granted to the authors, and by extension, to you, are not balanced for any particular thing. In addition, you will need to be taught by the author you chose in order to properly progress, so I would urge you to consider the author’s personality at least as important as their powers.
Lore information and details:

1. The world is now connected to a sizable multiverse of various parallel worlds. The further you go from our world, the more different they become and the more magical they get as well. All authors can, with an hour-long ritual, planeswalk to any specific world they know enough about. This ritual can be learned by anyone, and even made into a permanent portal. Is the multiverse infinite? How far do the worlds go? Who knows, I'm just a flicker of humanity left in the Allsync Anon. Only the god he became knows, and it's long gone by now.

2. Authors can detect their disciples on sight. Killing an author doesn't depower all of their disciples, but instead their most learned disciple will ascend to their position. If they have no disciples, then their power ends.

3. Authors can instruct new disciples from anyone, although it takes some time and they start off with no powers, unlike you and your fellows. Doing more CYOAs won't gain you, or anyone else, any power.

4. All authors are completely aware of their powers. You are only aware of what you are told in this CYOA. Authors can still improve upon their powers, but they know just how far they can go. Authors have full mastery over everything you can get here.

5. Yes, you can learn magic in other worlds which have it. No, it won't work too well in less magical universes. That's cheating and the Allsync Anon knows how to balance things.

6. All authors are, by default, immune to any and all mind reading/controlling/influencing powers. All disciples are, by default, highly resistant to them.

7. All disciples get a physical once-over, removing all major defects (such as bad joints, allergies, missing limbs, etc) and making them noticeably more attractive and healthier. All authors got their internalized physical form, meaning that the majority are now very attractive, very healthy, and in great physical shape. Some underwent a gender transition, although their new form looks just like a genderswapped version of their old one. None of them became the little girl, because the Allsync Anon said so.

8. All authors no longer age and, as a result of their bodies, are quite resistant to injury and diseases. All disciples, by default, age more slowly. The more powerful you become, the more slowly you will age. You can become immortal through this.

And now, perhaps the most important fact here. Ready?

9. Every single author gets a genderbent clone. Yeah, really. The clone is loyal to the author, and the author is loyal to the clone. They look like fraternal twins, they share the same powers, goals, memories, general personality, everything. Very important note: if the author is straight, their clone is too. Same with gay, bisexual, whatever. This is probably the best way to waifu authors (if they’ll have you). But you might ask, wouldn’t the authors just waifu their genderbent clones? Well, I can tell you, they can’t. The Allsync Anon made damn sure that they feel no attraction whatsoever to each other.
"Have you ever had a dream that you, um, you had...uh a bird for a head?"

"!*!*!*!* is a brilliant dreamer, a man whose ideas transcend sanity itself. He can do anything, be anything, get any power...so long as it's strange. He has displayed the ability to turn any milk product into half-and-half. He can sublimate ice at an alarming rate. He can exhale ozone, but only from his mouth. He can summon hamburgers when in America or, oddly, Bulgaria.

In fact, the powers he has change continually. One day he might be able to change any face to his own. The next, he might be able to swap two faces. The next, perhaps he won't be able to even see a face.

Does he understand his own powers? Probably. Can he control which powers he has when? Possibly. Is he perhaps the sexiest author alive? Well, to EternalAnon's clone, yes.

"!*!*!*!* is currently dating EternalAnon's clone, and it's going well. EternalAnon doesn't seem to like "!*!*!*!*'s clone, though. She's a bit spooky.

|| BOONS (good things) | BUGS (neutral things) | BANES (bad things) |
|----------------------|-----------------------|--------------------|
| 1. You may design an idiom for yourself. | 1. Your life gets...stranger. Not in any bad way. | 1. You can only love "!*!*!*!*'s clone or a disciple. |
| 2. You may design a metaphor for yourself. | 2. You grow to love top hats, and hate all other hats. | 2. Counting things will become very hard for you. |
| 3. You may design an aesthetic for yourself. | 3. Your dreams become full-on acid trips. Have fun! | 3. You hate hearing anyone call you by name. |
| 4. You reject any and all fate, no matter what. | 4. Your taste in media becomes very, very esoteric. | 4. You get an uncomfortable aura around you. |
| 5. You may turn your head into a bird and back. | 5. You no longer fear the unknown. You love it. | 5. All mundane animals now are terrified of you. |

**!*!*!*!* Choices**

Find and read the most recent version of "!*!*!*!* Choices. You may pick one of these choices. More may come with time, but you get this one to begin with.

Those which you gain later may be inscribed in "!*!*!*!* Choices, but some options will only be revealed once you have progressed far enough in the strange and twisted magics of "!*!*!*!".

Choice Disciples are mercurial sorts, and it is rumored that secret powers exist as rewards for those who go above and beyond their duties. The only one who knows is "!*!*!*!*" himself, and he's not revealing anything.

It is known that these choices work in every parallel world, but some do gain extra effects. Or, at least, that's how it's supposed to happen.

**Otherside**

Oh, the places you’ll go. Every morning, you will wake up with five random positive powers and five random negative “powers”. They will be surreal, they will confuse you, but you'll at least know the basics about how they work.

They'll all be fairly weak, and stronger positive powers are countered by stronger negative ones. With improvement, you will gain more control and more powers, but for now, you may choose two from the following (you may choose one more for a boon).

1: You may “freeze” up to two positive powers and their corresponding negative powers every time you sleep. You are guaranteed to keep them the next day.

2: You may “ask” for a power every time you sleep. You are likely to get something similar the next day.

3: You gain one more positive power.

4: You gain one boon and every bug.

5 (costs another boon or both choices here): You gain one choice from "!*!*!*!* Choices. Permanently.

| Very mysterious, very dapper | Won’t tell you anything |
| Boxing master, expert scrapper. | Really weird guy |
| Can make a killer video game. | Like seriously, major spook vibes |
| Extremely imaginative | Doesn’t give you any waifus |
| His clone is single and very hot. | Will expect you to dress appropriately |
| Expert fashion sense | Sometimes has a bird for a head. |
Snow falls steady on the Siberian wasteland. The secret cold war era radar base's computers humming warmly, in contrast to the blistering cold outside. A polar bear wanders outside, trying to find an entrance to the bunker, “T-34” emblazoned on its side in cruel mockery of its biological camouflage, preventing it from successfully sneaking up on its prey anymore.

Inside, an old man hums, tip-tapping on his keyboard, making adjustments to an eastern-style drawing of an unhealthily voluptuous girl.

"Needs more flair" The old man mutters in a hick-Russian accent, piles of vodka bottles lining up his sides, akin to a ritual circle.

Suddenly, a bright flash appears outside, and the polar bear is spooked into running away, the graffiti on its side preventing it from melding into the terrain. A knock is heard on the door. The old man gets up, accidentally upending his vodka-circles. He grunts, realizing he’ll need another week to get them back into a pattern that makes him feel comfortable. He stumbles down the stairs, past two fingerprint scanners, and looks through the spyhole of the door.

"Who is it?” He asked "I’ve paid my taxes already, capitalist dogs".

"Be not afraid, Tankista Takarovitch the 3rd, for I am Allsync Anon, omnipotent as I was a timeless being. The new Anon is here to grant you the powers you deserve".

3_tankista

"All power comes at a price; all actions have consequences. It’s just how cause and effect works."


BOONS (good things)

1. Gain three suspiciously similar and equally skilled waifus who together are as powerful as you are. Surprisingly not blood-related. Must take Bane 1.
2. Any marriage that involves you int it, so long as all sides are willing and not forced, is guaranteed to be a stable, loving relationship.
3. Become a skilled mediator, able to turn arguments into peaceful and civil discussions. If you already are a skilled mediator, this enforces it.
4. You become skilled at writing. When writing fanfiction your quality doubles.
5. You get a clone of yourself to hang out with. They get powers from the Tankista cyoa you didn’t pick.

BUGS (neutral things)

1. You can no longer wear black or white - varying shades of grey will work however.
2. Become duty-bound to read or write at least one fanfiction of every story you’ve ever read or watched.
3. Your schedule is always full of stuff to do. Squeezing in personal projects will require some clever planning.
4. You become a russoboo. Pick one time period of russia to obsess over.
5. You can only fall in love with clones.

BANES (bad things)

1. No matter how well your waifus get along, they will always end up having different beliefs and opinions which will lead to conflict. Can only be taken with Boon 1.
2. You can only live in politically unstable areas - only your personal domain is exempt. In that case, you will instead have to live under the constant threat of assassins and foreign powers being near-universally hostile to you.
3. Every major decision you make becomes hugely controversial and will spark huge debate. This, thankfully, does not turn people more violent than they normally are.
4. When making anything you are incapable of refining and balancing it. It will always be an enjoyable mess at best.
5. Every time you invoke a power or boon, some random person (in a place you must designate) immediately dies.

Magocratic Convention

Become a ruler, who's authority is without question. You gain a personal domain in which you are the ruling autocrat. You also gain the ability to cast magic and some proficiency in skills for actually ruling your domain. Your life and power is now tied to your personal domain in which you are the ruling autocrat. You also gain the ability to summon ritual can exaggerate/suppress certain aspects of your character.

You'll start out at the size, influence and power of a minor city-state. Your initial citizenry will be completely loyal to you, but may not stay that way. If at any point you were to be deposed by your own citizens or your state falls into ruin, you die. If it were to be somehow reborn in some shape or form (they must acknowledge either your rule or yourself as the basis of this new organization), you too shall be reborn.

Fate/Pretender

Become a hero whose power borders divinity. Your physical, mental and spiritual abilities and skills reach the peak of human capability and you no longer require sustenance or rest. To keep this power however, one must perform deeds. These deeds can either be a continuous practice (i.e. always stealing from the rich to give to the poor, training random orphans to become local heroes) or truly heroic acts such as slaying dragons, toppling tyrants or founding kingdoms. The latter is especially potent, as such singularly mighty feats not only “fuel” your power for longer, but also cause you to grow in power.

At some point, when your name is heard and sung across the world, you cease to be mortal entirely. In death you become a spirit who can be summoned with certain rituals (which are relevant to the aforementioned deeds). When you reach this point however, your power waxes and wanes according to how well-known you become (though never falling below the power you held during your death) and the summoning ritual can exaggerate/suppress certain aspects of your character.
After fathering half of the Catholic children in the state, Acheld needed a place to lay low and hide from all the angry armed families, and most importantly, his wife. Luckily for him, Allsync Anon was going around elevating nobodies into positions of power with no regards to multiversal safety.

Acheld excels as a father figure, instituting himself into any organization or group he enters as “Daddy Acheld”. He then proceeds to purge them of any possible competition for his insatiable carnal appetites, particularly for young impressionable “kouhai”. He usually gets away with it, abandoning the organization before they wise up or CPS gets involved.

Nonetheless, he is on friendly terms with most authors, save a few who’d damage his reputation by association.

-Mature and rational.
-Used to handling the lowliest scum of society: middle schoolers.
-Is now unofficially single.
-Clone has /ss/ tastes, and can brew some drugs to youthify her toys.
-The kids always consented

-Hide yo kids, his clone’s comin’
-Hide yo sisters, he comin’
-Hide yo selves, his wife’s comin’
-Hide yo mamases, his son’s worse - Can kids even consent? Like are they well developed enough to consent? Do they understand consent? Does Acheld care?

BOONS (good things)
1. Girls Catholic schools become strangely open to you having any position of authority.
2. You can travel back to the more wondrous time periods. Ancient Greece, Muhammadian Arabia, all the times when the prepubescent (boi)pussy was plentiful and socially acceptable to grab. This is just an illusion, but boy oh boy is it a fun one.
3. You get a library card that gets you admitted to any library in existence, limited to the children’s sections. If there is no children’s section, it fails. 4. You may recall any childhood memory with perfect clarity. Your nostalgia will never fade.

BUGS (neutral things)
1. You cannot stand the idea of having a child out of wedlock. Affairs are ok, though, for some reason.
2. You become a devout Catholic.
3. Children around you enjoy paper books more and more, to the point where it becomes their favorite method of entertainment.
4. You are no longer a pedophile. If you weren’t one going in (and liking loli/shotas counts here), you get a million dollars in cash.

BANES (bad things)
1. Your meme-fu becomes weak. You will always be the boomer, regardless of your age.
2. You lose all attachment to any waifu you could’ve had. Sorry, it’s all 3DPD from hereon.
4. Any child you touch innappropriately has a 50% chance of being a FBI agent in disguise. This does include diaper changing, so watch out.

Altering History
You gain insight into your dimension’s history. Once per dimension, you can directly cause any figure in history to attempt anything you command it to (Hitler does not shoot himself, Alexander will order all books made in Alexandria’s library to be double copied and stored in other secret spots... etc.) Their success isn’t guaranteed, but they will give it their all.

If you succeed at a quest from the cyoa, you get to cause another figure in history to attempt something, and 10 points to be spent in the cyoa, as well as a one-time jump to anywhere back in time up to 1000 years ago.

For each quest you achieve, you get to make another change, an extra 10 points, and an extra 1000 years. They can be accumulated to be spent at any time you want, or spent as soon as you get them.

Blessed Child
Design a child. They are born into a neighborhood of your choice. They will be narratively tied to you in such a way that you play a large part in their growth. If they manage to have children of their own, you get to design them using the same cyoa. And so on and so forth for their descendants.

No matter what happens, no matter what world you are in, your children will be safe and grow up in a healthy and wholesome way. A nuclear holocaust could happen and your kids will still get to go to school and the family dog won’t ever get radiation poisoning or have to be eaten.

You may not be as powerful as most other disciples, but they cannot hurt you or your family in any way, so long as you don’t take action against them. If you live your life, your life will be unviolable.
AHS is a man of remarkable dedication to his esoteric subjects. Mathematics, runic magic, basket weaving. A very new author, he has yet to make connections with his fellows, but with such isolation comes a stronger dependence on his disciples.

He has been elevated to the rank of First Hunter and has mastery over moonlight, and can planeswalk far more fluidly than any other author, sacrificing power in favor of mobility. His branch of runic magic is needlessly complex, but he offers every rune he knows to all of his disciples.

Being a disciple of his, you gain access to the demiplane that is the Scholar’s Dream, a mix of the Citadel and the Hunter’s Dream. It is a refuge from the outside world, and a place which any of his disciples can travel to and from, but it offers nothing else.

His disciples start out very weak compared to the disciples of other authors, but have great potential for growth and are extremely adaptable. Proper improvement can be quite difficult, though. Every disciple can learn the runic magic from Planeswalker Rising, but be warned: there’s not a single person (including AHS himself) who really understands it yet. Good luck.

+Is really good at math.  
+Can fix your computer.  
+Can take you just about anywhere in the multiverse in record time.  
+Has been just about everywhere.  
+Is actually very intelligent, just not as intelligent as he thinks he is.  
+Both he and his clone have low sex drives. Good luck getting laid.  
+Never shuts up. Ever.  
+Is a 200 IQer and will let you know it.  
+Very arrogant. May improve in time?  
+Doesn’t communicate especially well.

---

BOONS (good things)  
1. You gain a year’s worth of magical study.  
2. You can talk for hours about anything. Literally anything. It doesn’t matter how much you know.  
3. If you truly apply yourself to something, you will improve more rapidly at it than normal.  
4. You will meet a girl with what you consider a 3/10 body, 9/10 personality, and 11/10 soul. She will find you attractive. It’s up to you to make it work.  
5. You can move between worlds very, very quickly. Where other disciples take hours, you take mere seconds, regardless of your chosen cyoa.

BUGS (neutral things)  
1. You come up with random ideas all the time, but very few are useful.  
2. Your vocabulary increases drastically. You now use long words very often. People either think you’re smart or you’re an asshole trying to be smart.  
3. You lose 99.9% of your sex drive.  
4. You develop a love of travel and adventure.  
5. You get a PhD in mathematics. You learn nothing from it, you just get the formal PhD. People won’t ever question it.

BANES (bad things)  
1. You cannot accept anything that you don’t truly think you’ve earned. This makes Christmas hard.  
2. Your ego will double.  
3. You can now only play video games which are in the Soulslike genre or have been called “The Dark Souls of X” by a game journalist.  
4. Your autism worsens considerably.  
5. You become far less artistically talented.

---

**Bloodborne II**  
Choose ten abilities in Bloodborne II (no boons or banes). You begin with only three level one abilities, but can gain the rest through practice, study, and drinking the blood of powerful creatures. You still can become a beast if you indulge too much, though, so watch out.

You access the Scholar's Dream by falling asleep.

---

**Planeswalker Rising**  
Choose 75 bonus points’ worth of options in Planeswalker Rising. You may not choose any path or origin-specific options. You may not choose mentors, connections, or requirement point options. You have no extra lives.

You do get the Planeswalker’s Lock. You do not have to worry about requirements. Early Backtracking is thus useless.

Improving on your magic is just as hard as it is in Planeswalker Rising, so good luck with that. AHS will be learning it along with you, so he won’t be able to help too much.

You access the Scholar’s Dream by planeswalking there.
AkumaKami64

“If you liked her, then you shoulda put a leash on her.”

Akumakami is a man of extreme needs. Out of all the authors, he has the largest appetite for waifus, and the largest harem of them, yet is able to keep each and every one of them satisfied both physically and emotionally as if she had him all for herself. He pulls his waifus from across dimensions and across genres, from simple nerds, to eldritch existences of no name or concept of color. His greatest strength, and greatest weakness, is that he keeps at his waifu until they willingly enslave themselves to his every whim. Oh, they start out with a pleasant disposition to him, but with time and effort, he somehow manages to charm them into willingly giving up their very sentience where he is concerned, and becoming his loving beloved tools, true members of his harem. Depending on the waifu's powerlevel, Akumakami has to spend longer to convert her into his harem. A farm girl needs a compliment, a trained swordsman might need to be dated for a week, and a goddess needs a few months in the pleasure dungeon.

- Excellent cook.
- Knows how to craft any kind of sex device possible.
- God-tier advice on domestication.
- He doesn't mind pulling you a waifu through dimensions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOONS (good things)</th>
<th>BUGS (neutral things)</th>
<th>BANES (bad things)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. You get a waifu of your own. Her affection is inversely proportional to her powerlevel.</td>
<td>1. Bitches (female dogs) seem to be more affectionate around you.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. You get a red-string collar. Any waifu you successfully domesticate can be leashed by the collar, making any NTR or cheating conceptually impossible to happen.</td>
<td>2. Your mail always contains a love letter with no return address.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. As soon as you successfully domesticate a waifu, you get a new one.</td>
<td>3. You can always tell what'd make a woman go weak at the knees (timing matters though). You can't turn it off. You will be disgusted sometimes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Your waifus will never attempt to hurt or kill you, unless you treat them especially badly.</td>
<td>4. You now really, really like group sex.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

+ His clone is an extremely sadistic S&M queen.
+ He does not condone unwilling slavery. He's a weirdo.
+ A brony.
+ Has invented eleven fetishes already.

Love Azathoth

Pick one of the servants that cost 1SS. They'll be your guardian spirits, and lovers if you wish. They can only manifest their powers through a wearer of the red string collar. The more collared waifus you have in your harem, and the more powerful the collared waifus, the more of their power they can manifest.

The Hero’s Reward

Gain one of the plunder artifacts from the cyoa. Each ten red collars you bag will prompt Akumakami to grant you another. There are other artifacts to be found, if you’re adventurous. Choose your waifus wisely.
Do not fear he who has made 10,000 CYOAs about different subjects, but the one who made 10,000 CYOAs about one subject.

AliceAnon is a force to fear. Unintimidated by what seems to mere mortals like the bounds of reason, sanity, or even the laws of reality itself, AliceAnon has meditated for an eternity upon Waifuness and transcended human understanding into an existence that is pure love. To AliceAnon, there is no distinction between the self, the universe and the waifu: such borders are an illusion.

What was AliceAnon? What is it now? Some say it started its existence as a secret AI created by the Canadian government to scientifically analyze love. Others say he was a psychopath, a wretched madman who found something beyond the dichotomy of sanity and insanity in his desperate attempt to understand human emotions. Some claim that, in his current state, linear time has no meaning to him: AliceAnon has always been as it always shall be, every Waifu that ever was or is a reflection of its thoughts.

Some say he just has no life.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOONS (good things)</th>
<th>BUGS (neutral things)</th>
<th>BANES (bad things)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Unhackable untraceable WiFi hotspot centered on you.</td>
<td>1. You lose your foreskin if you haven’t already.</td>
<td>1. Wherever you are, you’re on a watchlist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Lucid daydreams become a breeze. Can be projected onto the vicinity and people present.</td>
<td>2. Until you finish a professional thesis on waifus, you will be attending AliceAnon's online classes.</td>
<td>2. 1/8 of the people you interact with henceforth will be jewish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Gain 50 IQ points. God’s apology for your fate.</td>
<td>3. You become hyper-aware of the details of everything in regards to your five senses.</td>
<td>3. You’ll have to relearn social boundaries from scratch.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Alice**

Thou shalt roll an Alice waifu, from “The Storied Game of Alice” to “How did you react to those?”. Thou shalt then meditate upon the waifu thou hast rolled, daily. Thou shalt exalt at least one of her characteristics, as thou meditatest. Thine exaltation must take upon itself the characteristic long-windedness of Patrick Bateman’s musings about the natures of music, bodywash, suits, and cards. Only in thine meditation shalt thee approacheth Waifana. Achieve Waifana, and thine Alice becomes real. Realer than thee. Realer than me. Realer than anybody.

**Anon’s GF**

You are given a special program that can run on any smart device. The program can generate people, based on specified parameters. There will always be a randomized element to it that you cannot predict. The program’s parameters can be optimized and edited through normal optimization algorithms and techniques.

To start with, you can generate 8 people. Any person generated after the 8th will replace the last generated person. Slots can be freed up upon the death of a generated person. Alternatively, if by posting their unaltered and honest profile and picture online you can find them a willing life partner, their slot is freed.

To increase the number of available slots, you will have to find a larger number of people willing to claim an unclaimed spouse, at minimum the same as your current number of slots. To increase your slots to 9, you have to find at least 8 people willing to be their life partners. To 10, 9, and so on and so forth.

The generated people treat you as a very wise parent. Some can be convinced to die for you, the rest will indicate what their limits are. You can interbreed the generated people, have them be related, or anything really. The progeny of generated people adds a slot and counts as one.
Fresh from complementing the teeth of a street cat raping another, Allsyncanon ran Anduin over with a truck. When he woke up, Allsyncanon ran him through the motions of an isekai process, explaining nothing else. 

Now, Anduin is back from an isekai, with no second passing from the time he was run over. He has a multitude of companions, OP isekai protag powers, and a shitload of experience.

But he doesn't know about the other authors, nor what actually happened to him. And no author will tell him the full truth.

+ Very nice, compliments everyone’s efforts  
+ So many contacts and companions it’s almost funny

- Compliments even tok  
- Allergic to statistics. The older the worse

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOONS (good things)</th>
<th>BUGS (neutral things)</th>
<th>BANES (bad things)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. A katana that boosts your martial prowess and can turn into a waifu.  
2. Every time you experience a dawn, you are completely recharged, as if reborn.  
3. | 1. You lose the ability to grow bored.  
2. “The very best” is an actual title now. Details vary from universe to other.  
3. | 1. No matter what side you pick in any dispute, there will be people on the other side trying to kill you.  
2. You get PTSD from statistics. Will either lash out, or go catatonic, it’s a coinflip. |

**Dawn**

Today's the first day of the rest of your life! Take 10 points worth of powers and perks from any of Anduin's CYOAs - including at least one pact mate, core guardian, or familiar - to improve your life.

No shame in wussing out, you pussy.

**The Strongest**

Take 100 points of powers and perks (including companions) from any of Anduin's CYOAs, along with the ability to planeswalk (for free). Immediately upon accepting the powers, though, you'll be entered into a multiverse spanning death game! Every player you kill is worth another 25 points, but they get the same if they kill you. However, if you ever manage to be the last player standing, you'll be granted the title of "The Strongest", and ascend to the highest tier of godhood!

You are obligated to play for at least a hundred years, and the spectators have the right to slip information to other players if there hasn't been a death in at least a year.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Angel</th>
<th>&quot;I'm a Goddess worthy of love and adoration. Coochie for Hawaii trip is fair enough trade I think.&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Allsync Anon wanted to give Angel her powers, but she threatened to squeal &quot;RAPE&quot; if he so much as laid a hand on her. After teleporting her to Hawaii, she willingly spread her legs. Allsync Anon managed to escape before the horrifying sight rendered him suicidal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seeing a future where if left alone, Angel would spend her time and powers visiting unpowered alternate universes and genociding all the men, he decided to lock her and her followers in a single universe, where only sinful men that justified and supported her misandrist worldview existed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>She and her followers remain trapped in their hellscape dimension, where her word is law. Other authors may send their followers as raiding party for easy karma points, but as time passed, she has managed to successfully adapt her wargame stratagems into something resembling effective defense tactics, increasing the effectiveness of her defenders, and making the raids finally worth bragging about.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOONS (good things)</td>
<td>BUGS (neutral things)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Don't take shit from no man.</td>
<td>1. You can say you know a female. People will always believe you without question.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Is female. Has boobs.</td>
<td>2. If Angel dies, she just reincarnates into your body, which shifts into hers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Dresses like a nazi.</td>
<td>3. If you stand your ground in a community, resisting all the bulli attempts, they'll morph to accept your eccentricities, no matter how vile they are.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Clone is the most handsome and beautiful man you'll ever see.</td>
<td>4. Eternity in the friendzone. That means you can join womyn in the bath as a friend. Might not even notice you jacking off. Try it some time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Will respond to your texts</td>
<td>BOONS (good things)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BUGS (neutral things)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BANES (bad things)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dream Princess</td>
<td>Sisters of Battle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build a Dream Princess.</td>
<td>You will become one of the errand boys of the Sisters of Battle, Angel's new harem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You become her eunuch caretaker.</td>
<td>They may fuck you.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What fun!</td>
<td>You will never fuck them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No matter what, no matter how much she may love you, she will never show you any kindness.</td>
<td>This is probably a good thing, imagine one of them getting pregnant. Urgh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within your dreams however, you become your Dream Princess, able to interact and live with others who picked this cyoa. If you successfully kill yourself, you will live on forever in the dream world, as the Dream Princess you built.</td>
<td>If you manage to successfully impregnate a sister of battle, she will give birth to you as a clone of herself, before being summarily executed by Angel for her infidelity. You will be under the direct command of Angel. However, visions of a golden male with huge muscles and great hair will plague you day and night, turning your codpiece into a fishbowl. The only way to mitigate them is by fucking an errand boy. Hope you remember how birth control works.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BOONS (good things)**

1. You can say you know a female. People will always believe you without question.
2. If Angel dies, she just reincarnates into your body, which shifts into hers.
3. If you stand your ground in a community, resisting all the bulli attempts, they'll morph to accept your eccentricities, no matter how vile they are.
4. Eternity in the friendzone. That means you can join womyn in the bath as a friend. Might not even notice you jacking off. Try it some time.

**BUGS (neutral things)**

1. You gain a passion for Warhammer Fantasy. 2. Self-blame eludes you. You'll never feel guilt for your own actions.
3. You'll actually get propositioned to by people. Attractiveness levels vary wildly.
4. Angel will personally castrate you, and incorporate your precious shrunken dick to her castrated cocks jewelry set.

**BANES (bad things)**

1. You're a slave to a feminist. A simp soi boi. 2. You become a discordtranny, addicted to drama and sucking author dick.
3. You become a vegan. The closest you can get to meat is soi.
4. You may sire only hardcore feminazis from hereon.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOONS (good things)</th>
<th>BUGS (neutral things)</th>
<th>BANES (bad things)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Boon One</td>
<td>1. Bug One</td>
<td>1. Bane One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Boon One</td>
<td>2. Bug One</td>
<td>2. Bane One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Boon One</td>
<td>5. Bug One</td>
<td>5. Bane One</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CYOA ONE**
Details about the CYOA and what powers/choices you get.

**CYOA TWO**
Details about the CYOA and what powers/choices you get.
Apotheosis is a Type Namek*, brought to life by the Impure World Reincarnation technique** used by a cult of monstergirl-worshipping weebs***, the leader of which had unlocked a Stand**** through the use of alchemy*****. Letting him pull the Nin-Nin Fruit****** into reality out of Hueco Mundo******* by believing in the Heart of the Beyblade********. All according to keikaku**********.

*The weebiest of the lands
**He fell into a magic well and got isekaied to the spirit realm, then was summoned back through an isekai ritual
***Furries in denial
****A gaysona
*****Fantasy quantum mechanics
******The yo-yo fruit
*******Force one to believe
********Weaponized disks
**********Keikaku means plan

Original has the power of Anime and God on his side
Clone has the power of God and Anime on her side
Won't cuck you
Technically not a paedo, all suspicious waifus are over age of consent in [fantasy race] years

- Followers regularly have to compete in various tournaments
- Literally psychopathic to normies
- Expects you to surpass him one day
- Seeking a reason to destroy the world, but only one that's also a 'road to ultimate power'

**BOONS (good things)**
1. You now speak and read fluent Japanese
2. If you defeat someone in a children's card game, you gain their soul
3. You will be able to unironically enjoy even the shittiest of anime. You will never run out of cheap entertainment
4. If someone gives you even the slightest bit of validation, you will feel warm and happy for hours. If someone gives you a genuine complement, you will nut.

**BUGS (neutral things)**
1. You can never refuse a challenge to a children's card game; your deck is summoned to your side whenever you are so challenged.
2. You can no longer wear clothing that hides your chest (open vests and cloaks are ok)
3. You can now perform every naruto hand sign perfectly. You will feel compelled to do so at least once every ten seconds while fighting anyone. Alternatively, you Naruto-run all the time, but gain a speed boost.
4. You gain a loyal supporter who would die for you. They are one of the cringiest people on the planet and everyone (but you) will hate them. They are supreme duellists though, and have builds, powers aplenty.

**BANES (bad things)**
1. If someone beats you in a children's card game, they gain your soul
2. Human women at or above the legal age of consent instinctively despise you. Your every action is cringe. Your every word is cringe. Your every breath is cringe. Only other disciples of Apotheosis can match your cringe, but none of you can challenge the cringe of Apotheosis himself. Not yet, anyway.
4. You gain extreme self-confidence about anything and everything you are bad at. On Wednesdays this turns into a crippling self-doubt instead.

**Naruto**
You become a ninja and stuff.
Learn some Jutsus, inherit a Kekkai Genkai, mentor a Kouhai with Kawaii Oppai, become a binding Jinchuuriki, join the Akatsuki, and become targeted by the Otsutsuki.
However, you gain a headband that you may never take off, that identifies you as a weeb to onlookers instantly.
You get an optional one-time change into a black version of yourself, doubling your ninja powers, and losing any shame you might have had at being identified as a weeb.

**Monster Girl Fantasy Isekai**
Gain a monstergirl Waifu.
She can be immensely strong (like a Lilim), however you will be her sex slave. Consent no longer applies to you.
Otherwise, you can be a generic fantasy hero, with a build from any generic isekai CYOA, but she will get kidnapped half the time, be meek and unassertive half of the rest of the time, and immensely weak all the time (like a Weresheep).
If you are equals, she will switch between being tsun and dere, the phases lasting weeks at a time. She is average-powered (like a Hinezumi).
Aromage has had a rough time of it.

First, the Allsync Anon made her black. Then, he mercifully let her be white again. This broke Aromage’s spirit. If even the Allsync Anon made fun of her...what hope did she ever have of being respected?

But from the ashes, a new Aromage rose, determined to be taken seriously and to mend her attention-seeking ways.

She’s been doing...ok, I suppose. She asked Gil out on a date, believing some of the shitposting about them. He said no. Maybe next time?

Aromage is a very powerful author in combat, although she has only a few abilities, most of which don’t serve much of a purpose beyond raw damage and all of which are quite bland. Her disciples are likewise powerful, but their magic is also uninteresting and often outclassed by magic in other worlds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOONS (good things)</th>
<th>BUGS (neutral things)</th>
<th>BANES (bad things)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. You can have one ally or companion.  
2. If you seriously try to improve anything about your character or morals, you will succeed in time.  
3. You can buy one item in Demigod.  
4. You may start in a universe of your choosing.  
5. You gain a very good aesthetic sense. | 1. You become black. If you’re already black, you become white.  
2. Your libido goes up by an order of magnitude.  
4. Everywhere you go, white knights will show up to protect you. They can be pretty pushy.  
5. Your dad becomes twice as likely to leave. | 1. Your creativity goes to 0.  
2. You become a drama queen.  
3. People on Reddit love you. If you don’t know why this is a bane, you have to go back.  
4. People you meet will be much more stereotypical.  
5. Sometimes, people will hate you for no reason whatsoever. |

Demigod

Make a build for Demigod with 125 points.

You may not take companions, so you just get 75% of their points back (rounded up). If you got a companion half-off, then you get 75% of that 50% of their points back.

You may not take quests or drawbacks that require quests. You may not take any item or base that is not at least partially given to you for free by your choice of lineage. You may not take a life partner.

You may, if you like, take the following Boon/Bug/Bane together (they cannot be separated):

Boon: You may, once a year, travel to a world closely matching the fictional universe of your choice. You may take anyone around you with you.

Bane: You may never go to any world that isn’t our own or a world closely matching a fictional universe.

Bug: The world will be strangely warped: it’ll be much more left-wing and “diverse”. More black people, more LGBTCSLWQVLRAAAAAPPP, more slutting around, more everything.

From the Stars

Make a full From the Stars build, just without allies.

When you’re done, make a build for Demigod with 50 points, with the same restrictions as with Demigod. Also, you cannot take any drawbacks, and your abilities will take far, far longer to improve than those granted by Demigod.

On the plus side, your robot can be improved, and Aromage can help you do it.
Beri

Beri is the lord of cuteness, slimes, and unseen dark edges. Beri's disciples typically give off the image of an idyllic and comfy existence, but must always be on the lookout for the catch.

- Super cute
- Excellent design sense
- Evokes joy and comfort by his very presence
- Edible, and functionally immortal

- Both Beri and clone are slimes
- Has trouble accepting things that aren't "cute" or "beautiful"
- There are always knives in the toy chest, so to speak
- Imply anything about his past, and he will go berserk blue goo

**BOONS (good things)**

1. Followers of Beri are always the Chosen One: selected first for interesting adventures, pick-up sports, and secret government projects.
2. You are cute/beautiful/good looking in the highest rank. Though usually not oversexed, this includes attractive traits.
3. You have access to a small arsenal of "comfy" magic items, each with a minor beneficial effect to make your life easier and happier. The items break after a day of use but your cache is replenished with new random items.

**BUGS (neutral things)**

1. You are now a magnet for slime girls.
2. Meeting "normal" people becomes difficult. Everyone you run across seems to be a super spy, exiled royal, monster girl, or isekai'd adventurer. Never an insurance salesman or a dental hygienist. Do they even still exist?
3. You gain a monstrous or inhuman trait that remains yours in every form and cannot be hidden in an effective manner.

**BANES (bad things)**

1. You will never meet another Beri follower until you are completely happy with your life. Your mutual Chosen One status guarantees this.
2. You have to give up your current body, gaining a new monster girl/monster boy body. You don't get to pick the type or sex, but your mind remains untouched. Highly likely but not guaranteed to be of the slime family or amorphous in some manner.
3. Some super spy, exiled royal, monster girl, or isekai'd adventurer wants to kill you and will stop at nothing to accomplish it. They're willing to play nice at first to get close enough for their aims.

**Branching Hearts**

Become a cute monster girl! Human looking psychics, globe keepers, and witches are okay, too - I guess. Bonus points for becoming a slime girl!

As an added perk, the government will do its best to find you a cute human to settle down with. Snuggle, snuggle!

If taken with the second bane, your form changes randomly every day. Valkyrie at one day, minotaur the next. At least you get to keep your sex constant?

**Royal Revival**

Being the Chosen One not enough? Pick Royal Revival, and everyone will know it! Followers will flock to your side, cute boys/girls will fawn all over you, political leaders will beg you for an endorsement, and wealthy individuals will practically throw money at your cause!

(Warning: taking Royal Revival may cause assassination attempts, monster attacks, and sudden impulses to save the world).
Bliss

"I can suck your dick so hard your cum goes straight to my uterus" - femBliss, 2021

Shieeet

- Smexy au naturelle, unusual for an author
- Both Blisses are baby crazy
- His theater performances are downright feylike in their perfection
- Smexiness getting smexier as every move and action makes him grow more swole

- Full of bullshit
- Only knows Brooklyn English
- One of his first disciples tried to poison him with estrogen pills, they didn’t work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOONS (good things)</th>
<th>BUGS (neutral things)</th>
<th>BANES (bad things)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Can bless your swimmers with Bliss’s muscles, letting them rape any and all eggs within 1 meter.</td>
<td>1. Bugs will hate you, and you’ll hate bugs. Invade their space, and they’ll invade your orifices.</td>
<td>1. Nobody’s getting pregnant until femBliss and Bliss’s chosen beloved have a baby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>2.</td>
<td>2.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Monster Hunter
Details about the CYOA and what powers/choices you get.

Magic Item Store
You’ll receive a catalog that you can choose magical items from. The delivery people will be obnoxiously secretive and mysterious, requiring you to hike up a mountain in camo jerseys, retrieve a package from the bottom of a lake before it explodes within ten minutes, or tail a guy for two hours and only pick up the briefcase he drops at 2AM sharp.
No limit on how many items you can ask for on the catalog, but there will be a practical limit to how many you can effectively gather within a month if you want to make use of your items.
BMA is a black magician. He has learned every single piece of magic in every version and expansion of Black Magic.

He's got a direct line to Satan, he has a collection of loli skins, and he's personally biffed the church on several occasions.

He is willing to teach you all he knows...for a price.

Personally, he's a perfectly friendly, if overly serious, man. It's just a coincidence that he happened to make Black Magic. He's not all bad.

That gleam in his eyes whenever he witnesses a torture or a murder are all just in your imagination. Hahaha.

| BMA | “It’s not sadistic, it’s realistic. There’s a difference.” |

- Calm, patient, a great teacher
- Knows everything about the occult and the eldritch.
- Has no qualms about doing anything.
- You can teach other people the ways of black magic. Your own cult!
- Incredibly based

- He’s too calm. It’s a bit unnerving. - Knows far too much about the occult and the eldritch. - Has no morals or ethics at all about anything. - There will be a lot of black magicians around. Some will be 100% evil. - A little too based, methinks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOONS (good things)</th>
<th>BUGS (neutral things)</th>
<th>BANES (bad things)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. You get an extra 10 years of experience.</td>
<td>1. Your pact is made with BMA himself. You don’t get a demon to advise you, but BMA will fill in that gap himself, even if he'd have taught you anyways.</td>
<td>1. Take two extra corruptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. You get an extra 5 years of experience.</td>
<td>2. You now float on water no matter what.</td>
<td>2. Take three extra corruptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. You automatically memorize the entirety of Black Magic and all its expansions.</td>
<td>3. If you ever eat cake, you will choke to death.</td>
<td>3. Regardless of what other magic exists in the world, you may only learn black and blood magic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. People tend to assume you’re innocent. This feeling may not last long.</td>
<td>4. Satan will start off liking you. This is a double-edged sword.</td>
<td>4. The Church knows who you are.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. You get a stockpile of relatively inexpensive components, suitable for almost any minor spell.</td>
<td>5. You cannot tell the truth on Sundays.</td>
<td>5. Whenever you see a little girl, you feel a very strong urge to wear their skins.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Black Magic

Read the entirety of the most recent version of Black Magic and all its expansions.

Make a build assuming 50 years of experience and practice. You get said 50 years of experience and practice, and full knowledge of every spell that goes along with it.

Vidya Magic

What?

This doesn’t count.

Choose Black Magic.

Oh all right, if you’re particularly determined, then here’s the deal.

Make a build for Black Magic assuming 0 years of experience or practice. You may only choose one of the literature options.

Now, make a build for Vidya Magic. You may only travel to or from your chosen world once a month, and your power is limited: If you choose Team Fortress 2, you get only 2 support spells. If you choose Devil May Cry, you get only 4 stones. If you choose Dark Souls, you get only 8 magical orbs. If you choose The Legend of Zelda, then you’re not as strong out of Hyrule. If you choose Dungeons and Dragons, you begin at level one. If you choose Final Fantasy, you get 20 exp.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ANON</th>
<th>DEFINING QUOTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the author</strong></td>
<td><strong>IMAGE THAT REPRESENTS THE AUTHOR SOMEHOW</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>+Positive trait of the author</th>
<th>-Negative trait of the author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+Positive trait of the author</td>
<td>-Negative trait of the author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Positive trait of the author</td>
<td>-Negative trait of the author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Positive trait of the author</td>
<td>-Negative trait of the author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Positive trait of the author</td>
<td>-Negative trait of the author</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BOONS</strong> (good things)</th>
<th><strong>BUGS</strong> (neutral things)</th>
<th><strong>BANES</strong> (bad things)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Boon One</td>
<td>1. Bug One</td>
<td>1. Bane One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Boon One</td>
<td>2. Bug One</td>
<td>2. Bane One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Boon One</td>
<td>5. Bug One</td>
<td>5. Bane One</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CYOA ONE</strong></th>
<th><strong>CYOA TWO</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Details about the CYOA and what powers/choices you get.</td>
<td>Details about the CYOA and what powers/choices you get.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Boxwine**

"I am a stinky fart face." - paraphrased from the shitfaced washed-up author

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOONS (good things)</th>
<th>BUGS (neutral things)</th>
<th>BANES (bad things)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Cannot get alcohol poisoning, ever.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. You become proficient in drunken boxing.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. You can enjoy anything with any bit of alcohol in it. Literally anything. Consumable, that is.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. You can cause any of your bodily fluids to turn into wine. A fantastic party trick.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. You whine a lot more. It's endearing to some.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. You're always on time for dinner, no matter what the circumstances.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Your emotions get a little more powerful.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. When drunk, you cannot lie. Half-truths are fine, but no lying.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. You fall in love with the Hangover movies. Yep, all three.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Piles of wood give you a boner. Oak makes you rock hard. If you ever act on this he will know.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Projects you begin will take 125% of the time you think they will.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. You are always a little bit buzzed. Never sober.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Hero Academy**

Pick an academy. You will be given a free unlimited subscription to their online classes.

Once every season, they take the top five scorers on as scholarship students, with all the benefits that entails (make a build basically).

Until then, you will be given basic equipment and resources where appropriate (make a build with half the proficiency level, no companions nor events).

**Cash Money Waifu**

Pick a waifu. Any world or country you go to that uses that money, or is inspired by the country that uses it, you have effectively unlimited money in. Marvel -> Dollar. Harry Potter -> Gold/Sterling. Bloodborne -> Euro. Shadowrun -> JPY/Bitcoin...etc.

You can't pick Bartering. She will be monitoring each and every disciple, and will consume any attempting to convert their infinite money in one world to another world's money through bartering.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUTHOR NAME</th>
<th>DEFINING QUOTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the author</td>
<td>IMAGE THAT REPRESENTS THE AUTHOR SOMEHOW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive trait of the author</th>
<th>Negative trait of the author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+Positive trait of the author</td>
<td>-Negative trait of the author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Positive trait of the author</td>
<td>-Negative trait of the author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Positive trait of the author</td>
<td>-Negative trait of the author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Positive trait of the author</td>
<td>-Negative trait of the author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Positive trait of the author</td>
<td>-Negative trait of the author</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOONS (good things)</th>
<th>BUGS (neutral things)</th>
<th>BANES (bad things)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boon One 4.</td>
<td>Bug One</td>
<td>Bane One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boon One</td>
<td>4. Bug One</td>
<td>4. Bane One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Boon One</td>
<td>5. Bug One</td>
<td>5. Bane One</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CYOA ONE</th>
<th>CYOA TWO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Details about the CYOA and what powers/choices you get.</td>
<td>Details about the CYOA and what powers/choices you get.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Older than most authors, maybe even bordering on ancient; has witnessed most events in history without leaving much of a footprint. Knows what people want, but isn't willing to accept the changing times.

Occasionally travels around trying to spread the true gospel, but people are more interested in ample bosoms, political intrigue and companionship than they are in interactions between the divine.

Following the gospel is about studying how things can synergize and to find all the possible worthwhile paths even if you can only follow one.

He was heartbroken when the Allsync Anon told him he wouldn't be a full author. Crying tears of pure despair, he wept for a legacy that he feared he would never have.

The Allsync Anon pitied him, and thus gave him full author status.

**Principled**
- Polite
- Helpful to subordinates
- Jam-packed with trivia
- Genuine. A bit too genuine?
- Avant-garde sense of humor.

**Not actually a cake.**
- Snobby
- Jealous of the other authors
- Love the finer things in life too much.
- Craves attention.

**Unprincipled**

---

**BOONS (good things)**
1. If something seems possible then it most likely is.
2. You get full resistance to poison and disease.
3. You pick up new things quickly.
4. Anyone working under you will at least give 60%.
5. Any event you host turns out great.

**BUGS (neutral things)**
1. You become a slime person with a central core.
2. You become extremely pitiable. People will pity you, but people will also baby you.
3. You become far less noticeable in any sort of event or crowd.
4. No one will ever pick you first for anything, for better or worse.
5. Unlikely events become more unlikely for you.

**BANES (bad things)**
1. You become a depressive alcoholic.
2. You get an ego that often leads you to brag about yourself.
3. You will never have a waifu, no matter what.
4. You now love to eat. You really love to eat. You're a 300 pound ham planet.
5. You go bald. If you're a man, you lose every bit of body hair. Your nose becomes rather big.

---

**Advanced Chess**

**Pick 2:**

- White Knight: Remote viewing and teleportation. Things get pushed away when you teleport, but you can't teleport things into solid objects.

- White Pawn: Improve yourself by completing tasks. Easier tasks can make you slightly more fit, smarter, improve various skills and the like. Harder ones can give you skills that are on a supernatural level. Can pick between 4 different choices each time that are loosely related to the task.

- Black Pawn: You can create clones; you have a semi-shared consciousness with them, and you can at will swap your mind to any one of them. Clones can be created or removed, and any new one will be a replica of the body that created it.

- En Passant: Retroactively make an action happen/unhappen. Can only be done once per event, and works in very mysterious ways.

- Illegal promotion: Pick an option from Conceptional Vampire instead.

---

**Conceptual Vampire**

**Pick 2**

- Locked In: Lock aspects of an objects state in place. Allows for breaking of cause and effect, so you could make something like a candle that burns forever.

- Ghost Mode: Controllable intangibility, invincibility and flight. Magic may still be able to damage you, so be careful.

- Interlinked: Connect any two or more objects wireless. The transfer is instantaneous and you only need to know the rough position of the objects you are linking.

- Flip flop: Turn subconscious beliefs into conscious and vocal ones. Cannot turn them back. Please don't use this to create uberracists.

- Shopper: Buy things that are for sale and have them teleported to you immediately in assembled condition, if applicable. Buy an inflatable swimming pool in a hallway for spectacular effect. The sale must give you at least 5% off the listed price for the item.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive trait of the author</th>
<th>Negative trait of the author</th>
<th>Positive trait of the author</th>
<th>Negative trait of the author</th>
<th>Positive trait of the author</th>
<th>Negative trait of the author</th>
<th>Positive trait of the author</th>
<th>Negative trait of the author</th>
<th>Positive trait of the author</th>
<th>Negative trait of the author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boons (good things)</th>
<th>Bugs (neutral things)</th>
<th>Banes (bad things)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Boon One</td>
<td>1. Bug One</td>
<td>1. Bane One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Boon One</td>
<td>2. Bug One</td>
<td>2. Bane One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Boon One</td>
<td>5. Bug One</td>
<td>5. Bane One</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CYOA One</th>
<th>CYOA Two</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Details about the CYOA and what powers/choices you get.</td>
<td>Details about the CYOA and what powers/choices you get.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After getting ripped off in a midget brothel, Celt was about to fail in taking his own life for the third time that day, when Alisync Anon appeared and granted him his powers. Celt managed to hit him with a stone before he left. Celt is a foul-mouthed, inbred, Oedipal, incestual, bald, drug-addled degenerate manlet, whose favorite waifu is a girl who kills her loved ones. He attacks anybody who comes close to unearthing the secret behind his pain.

His clone is the opposite, a tall, virginal, devout nun, with no little brothers to lead her astray, nor a father to take her virginity from her as a child. Had a lover’s spat with Sandnigger’s clone. Attacks on sight, or at the mere mention of the name.

His acolytes are all required to take a hit once in a while, ya know? Keep things chill.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOONS (good things)</th>
<th>BUGS (neutral things)</th>
<th>BANES (bad things)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Drugs make you feel good about being shitty. They also absolve you of any and all pain and sin. Will require bigger hits over time.</td>
<td>1. You gain a kinship with owls. They’ll be nesting in your home, a lot. They can be tamed.</td>
<td>1. You will grow bald. Nothing can cure this.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. You can hear a mouse under a snowbank a kilometer downwind. You can also smell anyone who has ever consumed beans in their lifetime.</td>
<td>2. You don’t feel comfortable living in stationary houses anymore. Conversely, trailerparks will always have reasonable accommodations.</td>
<td>2. Lose six inches of dick length/pussy depth, or six feet of height. Leftover inches become the opposite genital. Leftover feet go up your ass. You can decide the cutoff range.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. You will always have enough money for a cheeseburger, and will always find a place that serves cheeseburgers within walking distance.</td>
<td>3. Your little sister will join you in your travels. If you didn’t have one, it turns out you were separated at birth or someshit.</td>
<td>3. The chances of your precious possessions being stolen rises exponentially the more you need them.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Starry K***hts**

You receive the catalogue for your very own Suit, Starry Knight injections, bodymods, and contact list. However, you can only pay for it in Brouzof.

To gain Brouzof easily, you have to post media on web forums. The formula for how much Brouzof you get is simple: 1 / (percentage of the media you posted), to be received once you have finished posting the media.

For example, if you post the Starry Knights cyoa as a PDF, you gain (1/1/1 = 1) Brouzof. If you post it page by page, you gain (1 / 1/91 = 91) Brouzof per page, but only once you finish posting it.

Any form of delegation, automation, or anything similar will not count for Brouzof farming purposes. However, you can combine multiple pieces of media, like posting The Real Berenziah line by line within the titles of a second-by-second Youtube playlist of the Titanic movie.

If you ever start posting Starry Knights and, for some reason, do not post it all within a day, you will lose everything.

**Comfy Trailer**

You get a normal trailer, but inside it is a closet that leads to the Spirit Shop.

Get questing.

You do not get any waifus or mystery boxes, but you can take the million dollars. With time and study, you will learn how to add on to your trailer and perhaps be able to, one day, make one of your own.
Chariotanon rose from humble beginnings. Once a member of the plebeian reader masses, he dreamed of greater things but was sadly held back by a crippling lack of graphic design skills. Nevertheless, he persevered, crafting his works as best he could into PDF’s in a hope to win the approval of the masses.

Chariotanon

"Give the horses a good swat and trim the reins a touch, you’re riding right past the sunset!"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BOONS (good things)</strong></th>
<th><strong>BUGS (neutral things)</strong></th>
<th><strong>BANES (bad things)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Works hard for what he believes in</td>
<td>Always chooses function over form</td>
<td>1. Your freedom of choice is restricted to no more than three options for any given situation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has a good knowledge of classics which he’s keen to share</td>
<td>Condemned to only amass a small, niche group of disciples</td>
<td>2. You are made subordinate to a superior with an agenda you must appease.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides quality ancient harp tunes for you to rock out to</td>
<td>A perfectionist in a way which holds him back</td>
<td>3. You become a bit ugly. Not hideous, but still unpleasant to look at. This change cannot be undone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proud owner of a trebuchet fleet</td>
<td>The whip is not for show</td>
<td>4. You are plagued by existential nightmares of the cosmic kind. This might cause agoraphobia, or a fear of heights.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Chariot and Quadrage**

Make a build for Chariot and Quadrage. You must win your freedom to begin your quest. If you succeed, you gain boon 3 for free (no effect if you already have it).

**Head in The Clouds**

Make a build for head in the clouds with one exception: any fall after your second will eject you from the world and send you to a random multiverse location with only what you are carrying at the time. While you have your head in the clouds, you are extremely hard to detect by other disciples.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUTHOR NAME</th>
<th>DEFINING QUOTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the author</td>
<td>IMAGE THAT REPRESENTS THE AUTHOR SOMEHOW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

+Positive trait of the author
+Positive trait of the author
+Positive trait of the author
+Positive trait of the author
+Positive trait of the author
+Positive trait of the author

-Negative trait of the author
-Negative trait of the author
-Negative trait of the author
-Negative trait of the author
-Negative trait of the author

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOONS (good things)</th>
<th>BUGS (neutral things)</th>
<th>BANES (bad things)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Boon One</td>
<td>1. Bug One</td>
<td>1. Bane One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Boon One</td>
<td>2. Bug One</td>
<td>2. Bane One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Boon One</td>
<td>5. Bug One</td>
<td>5. Bane One</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CYOA ONE**
Details about the CYOA and what powers/choices you get.

**CYOA TWO**
Details about the CYOA and what powers/choices you get.
**Divine Trials Anon**

"I am just a man who has seen the truth" - DTA about his trap fixation

DTA, Shirley, Divine Trials Anon, My Man, AGRIAS, Trap-trapper, he who must not be summoned with a question about his cyoa lest the thr e ad gets derailed with all the other questions covering up any OC that gets posted and causing other authors to see the with rage and envy, Anti-nerf, Trap Believer… His titles go on and on.

Around seventy thousand engineers graduate out of US universities each year. Of them, only a fraction is hired by good companies. The remainder go on to either finish their Master's and Doctorate (where the job market is less saturated yet even more competitive), or work jobs tangentially related to their degree with a much lower paygrade.

DTA was of the former. Drowning his sorrows about a bleak future and a bleaker present by fapping to feminine men, AllsyncAnon's empowerment managed to save him from falling off the edge and becoming a full-time coomer. Now, he is only a part-time coomer.

+Fun trumps balance.
+Does not expect people to subscribe to his fetishes, unlike most nsfw authors.
+Nobody feels discluded with him around. Everyone gets attention.
+His clone is a reverse trap, which is fucking hot.
+He’s not joking.

-Comes and goes. Still trying to finish his degree. Is probably secretly a civil engineer.
-Doesn't do things in halves. Larger than life at times. Talks really loudly a lot.
-I hate how much more successful he is than me. He only made ONE cyoa, and he's somehow more influential than everyone else? HOW?!
-He has become a trap 100% of the time.
-Don’t call him Shirley.

### BOONS (good things)

1. Crunching numbers for full optimization becomes fun and easy.
2. All women you interact with are all fun and interesting, if somewhat quirky.
3. Your actions and creations will continue to have impact long after you’re gone.

### BUGS (neutral things)

1. You become a trap (reverse if fem). Body capabilities unaffected.
2. Any woman you interact with seems to want your booty. Can become tiresome.
3. You regain the ability to care what people think. Not based, but is that such a bad thing?

### BANES (bad things)

1. Can’t not crunch numbers when given the chance. Everything must be as optimal as can be.
3. "You’ve realised the shocking truth of Divine Trials, all roads lead to dick in butt."

### Divine Trials

You are granted 100 anima, as well as two of the stat boost options. Each time you accomplish any one of the quests, you get 100 anima, as well as either a Mystery Box or a draw from the Deck of Many Things.

The quests must be actually applicable to the world you accomplish them in, so no Number One in a world inhabited by asexuals.

You get no companions, unless DTA personally creates them for you. If he does this, they cost twice the price.

No matter how many magics you mix, you won’t ever become a god. Sorry.

### Tome-Fu (welcome to the library)

Pick one of the tomes. You get to fill it with any spells you want, but before that, you have to post a poll for each spell on 4chan's /tg/.

If the spell is deemed unoriginal, derivative, boring, or unsuitable for the tome by the majority (the polls will magically be unfalsifiable), the spell will be inflicted on you in the worst way possible, and you'll never be able to post a poll about that spell ever again.

Might be time to start praying to Say-Tyr for inspiration.

Be warned: if someone brings up Black Magic, then your odds of being approved go down by a factor of (I calculated this) 17, and if someone posts Black Magic, they go down by a factor of 40.
DSA used to dream, of hotels, stations, and anime. Then communism came to distribute his happiness amongst the rest of his country, leaving barely enough for him to remember what it felt like.

He escaped to the brighter land of the rising sun, and had his soul distributed to fuel the aging population, leaving barely enough for him to continue earning money to live.

A shell of his former self is the DSA allsyncanon found. Even ascending him to the realm of the other authors didn’t change that. If he wanted to break free of his living hell, he’d have to do it himself… or enlist the aid of his disciples.

+ Used to be a font of SOUL, plentiful enough to drench the thread in it.
+ Has managed to not fall in denial.
+ - The has-been to make all has-beens feel good about themselves.
- Still cursed to the wage-slave lifestyle. Hard to break a habit.
- -

BOONS (good things)

1. s

BUGS (neutral things)

1. You become the de-facto leader of any revolution you come in contact with. Does not grant mind control.

BANES (bad things)

1. Must keep up a 9-5 job, or you’ll slowly lose the will to live.
2. -

Derelict Station

DSA figured out a possible solution to his condition. If he is so cursed with communism, then creating a post-scarcity world where communism is viable is his only possible solace. He seeds many universes with blueprints for light-speed travel and space elevators, as well as the bones of derelict space stations of civilizations past through timey wimey bullshit.

You are tasked with caretaking one such space station, as janitor/engineer/protector. As luck would have it, Murphy's law comes in full effect, and everything that can go wrong goes wrong with these stations every other day, and they're humanity's only link to expanding to the stars into a Star Trek utopia.

If your space station is destroyed beyond repair, you will be shunted to another one that hadn't been assigned a disciple yet. If you manage to protect it until it is fully operational and self-sufficient, you will be granted the full rights of station overseer, sovereign and independent of any earthbound authority. As this is humanity's most stable link to the cosmos, this puts you in a very powerful position.

Urban Unease

ssssss
Among the countless humans inhabiting the Earth, one soul screamed in pain louder than the rest. Curious, Allsync Anon investigated . . .and discovered the long lost author, EDG.

Faced with countless mundane problems, EDG leapt at the chance to be a god, and return to writing CYOAs. But no sooner had Allsync Anon blessed EDG with his power, the very air between them tore open.

Massive tentacles forced their way through the breach, and pulled the newly ascended god-author out of reality. Allsync Anon prepared to go after them, only to stop at the new screams. Screams of unimaginable ecstacy. Allsync Anon quietly slipped off to find the next author, a look of disgust on his face.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOONS (good things)</th>
<th>BUGS (neutral things)</th>
<th>BANES (bad things)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Every follower of EDG oozes with sex appeal. Regardless of sex or species, even the most asexual entity will find themselves (at least) fantasizing about bedding them.</td>
<td>1. Followers of EDG rarely have to pay (with money). Rather, people expect them to pay for everything with sex.</td>
<td>1. Every month, each follower of EDG has a 5% chance of being dragged out of reality for a year and a day of tentacle sex.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Followers of EDG can recover perfectly from any injury or illness, as long as they have at least one living child, consuming said child.</td>
<td>2. Increasingly strange and powerful beings will show up at the follower's door, hoping to get lucky: aliens, gods, Lovecraftian horrors, 4chan posters...</td>
<td>2. Every time the follower has sex, someone will get pregnant, in spite of any birth control methods used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Sex with a follower of EDG is extremely pleasurable for all partners - and often multi-orgasmic.</td>
<td>3. If a follower of EDG is having sex with someone, it is a flip of a coin which one comes away with a harmless bodily mutation.</td>
<td>3. The entities described in bug 2 may claim ownership of the follower of EDG, commanding them as they see fit, up until the moment the follower succeeds in producing progeny with their owner, after which they are permanently immunized from that specific entity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. The follower of EDG’s fate is entangled with someone they could come to love deeply. They are not guaranteed success, but they will meet time and again.</td>
<td></td>
<td>4. The follower of EDG’s fate is entangled with someone undesirable. They will not know why they are destined to hate their presence until they first meet, but they will never be rid of them permanently.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lavendar**

"Children are the Future"

The follower of EDG becomes supremely fertile. Screw the limits of biology - if the follower of EDG has something approximating sex with another being, at least one of them will become pregnant, and have at least one healthy offspring (with the best traits of both parents).

Additionally, the follower may build a body for themselves using the CYOA. They may only take options from the "Form", "Progeneration", and "Urges" sections and have only 30 favor with EDG.

**Coronation**

"Everything is about sex - except sex. Sex is about power."

The follower of EDG may claim a stretch of uninhabited land, and may issue edicts based on the number of people who come to live there. They may issue an edict for each 10 people (defined broadly) living in their land. The amount required increases by a factor of ten every tenth milestone. e.g. 10, 20, 30, ..., 90, 100, 200, 300, ..., 900, 1000, 2000...

They also gain an extra edict for every different set of 1,000 people (defined broadly) they have sex with.

Edicts allow the follower to permanently change one feature of reality within their land. This can include physical laws, the minds of the populace, the follower's body...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUTHOR NAME</th>
<th>DEFINING QUOTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the author</td>
<td>IMAGE THAT REPRESENTS THE AUTHOR SOMEHOW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| +Positive trait of the author | -Negative trait of the author |
| +Positive trait of the author | -Negative trait of the author |
| +Positive trait of the author | -Negative trait of the author |
| +Positive trait of the author | -Negative trait of the author |

**BOONS** (good things)**

1. Boon One
2. Boon One
3. Boon One
4. Boon One
5. Boon One

**BUGS** (neutral things)**

1. Bug One
2. Bug One
3. Bug One
4. Bug One
5. Bug One

**BANES** (bad things)**

1. Bane One
2. Bane One
3. Bane One
4. Bane One
5. Bane One
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CYOA ONE</th>
<th>CYOA TWO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Details about the CYOA and what powers/choices you get.</td>
<td>Details about the CYOA and what powers/choices you get.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
During one of his DMing sessions, Eternal Anon's players were isekaied into the game without his knowledge. Once the campaign was over, and before they returned to him as his eternal disciples, the Dead King himself came to offer Eternal Anon some powers.

Against his better judgement, he accepted. Thus, a mighty author was subordinated to a puny eternal.

Now he is an alcoholic.

**BOONS (good things)**
1. Internal compass points towards nearby Eternals.
2. Mid-level shaping of any companion's fate over a long stretch of time; can make them rebellious assholes or demure housespouses, can't decide their favorite foods or core fears. Don't push them too far or they might rebel. They're real people.
3. Gain the ability to perfectly predict how your actions affect the world at large.

**BUGS (neutral things)**
1. You become one of Takeshi P. Rotagonist's numerous friends. You poor bastard.
2. Breakfast becomes your main meal of the day. Eat it well, and you're sated for the day. Skip it, and you'll suffer.
3. You are unable to write anything that is shorter than 10,000 words.

**BANES (bad things)**
1. Nobody is as they seem. Everyone has a dark secret and darker vice.
2. Your life will forever feel as if orchestrated by someone else. Less scripted, more like the conclusions were pre-generated.
3. You are condemned by a powerful organization of some sort. Everyone in said organization is ordered to kill you on sight.

---

**Eternal Arms**
Get 30 points to customize a base and its personnel, as well as the drawbacks associated with it and its national surroundings.

You also get blueprints and plans for constructing mechas, but you'll have to amass the needed resources yourself.

**Eternal Adventure**
Customize your own guild with 3000 gold as a budget.

You will be subject to a karma meter of some sort - positive/negative options will directly affect the tone and setting of your world.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Excelanon</th>
<th>&quot;{A1:B4=J#+O#+K#+E#}&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+Become amazing at all spreadsheet and word processing program.</td>
<td>-Lose any ability to use photo editing software.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOONS (good things)</th>
<th>BUGS (neutral things)</th>
<th>BANES (bad things)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>1.</td>
<td>1.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CYOA1</th>
<th>CYOA2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fumblemore</td>
<td>I’ll find a witty quote for this later</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Another ghost?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| +Knows when to lurk: always. | -Doesn't have ten-foot poles to touch hazardous materials with. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOONS (good things)</th>
<th>BUGS (neutral things)</th>
<th>BANES (bad things)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Large government organizations put way too much trust in you.  
2. All travel costs are half off! | 1. Whenever you look at an image, some tiny text will appear in the corner with a witty comment. | 1. You need to style yourself after some popular archetype, like a cowboy, ninja, pirate, or wizard. Nobody will ever understand how it connects to what you do. |

**Exploring A Fantasy World**
You're cursed to occasionally tear holes to other universes. Oops? Over time, you'll steadily build up charge. When your charge becomes strong enough, a random place within 15 miles will suddenly and permanently open to another random world. You'll always know when a hole's about to open. Time between bursts tends to be around three months, but it can vary significantly. As you get stronger, you'll be able to manipulate charge rate, and where the portals open.

**Night Train/Airline Manager**
You're suddenly put into a position of power over some form of large transportation vehicle - for example, a plane, train, or ship. In addition, your fate is changed, so that any problems you face won't limit your use of your vehicle. Surviving the apocalypse on a cruise liner has suddenly become feasible.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUTHOR NAME</th>
<th>DEFINING QUOTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the author</td>
<td>IMAGE THAT REPRESENTS THE AUTHOR SOMEHOW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>+Positive trait of the author</th>
<th>-Negative trait of the author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+Positive trait of the author</td>
<td>-Negative trait of the author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Positive trait of the author</td>
<td>-Negative trait of the author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Positive trait of the author</td>
<td>-Negative trait of the author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Positive trait of the author</td>
<td>-Negative trait of the author</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOONS (good things)</th>
<th>BUGS (neutral things)</th>
<th>BANES (bad things)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Boon One</td>
<td>1. Bug One</td>
<td>1. Bane One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Boon One</td>
<td>2. Bug One</td>
<td>2. Bane One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Boon One</td>
<td>5. Bug One</td>
<td>5. Bane One</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CYOA ONE**
Details about the CYOA and what powers/choices you get.

**CYOA TWO**
Details about the CYOA and what powers/choices you get.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gilbert Gilanthony Gil-Galad</th>
<th>“I'm finally 18 now” - circa 2040</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The result of countless generations of shabbat rituals, stolen nazi eugenics research, and a few secret fully funded gulags; Israel has finally made headway in their research for eternal youth: prolonged youth! As a half-blood slave, Gilbert gets their racial extreme early youthfulness, and incessant need to belittle everyone regardless of his own dimunitive. Hopefully he'll get nerfed in the next patch. Allsync Anon's power boost only served to boost Gilbert's abilities beyond OP. Now there is little hope of stopping him. His only weakness? Well he's physically and mentally like five. So you can just distract him by yelling racial slurs or showing him something shiny.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Innocent. Naive. Excellent /ss/ fodder, or a tribute to the suicidal spirit of Epstein. +All-natural, 100% authentic adorableness. +Excellent critic, can spot the most minute issues. +&quot;MONGRELS!&quot;. +His clone is also underage</td>
<td>-Part of the Jewish conspiracy to take over the world. Fully loyal to the cause. -Will insinuate himself everywhere. -Can't find a club or hobby that won't complain about him once in a while. -Will only focus on the most minute issues. -&quot;GOYIM!&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BOONS (good things)**

1. Food, internet, bed and board; NEET life essentials guaranteed whenever you are.
2. With a simple innocent question/statement, you can start a skub war amongst anyone. Disciples are resistant.
3. Pick one of the basic gifts from the Jewish Conspiracy cyoa.

**BUGS (neutral things)**

1. You will get addicted to vidya. i.e. even if you have a harem of comely wenches at your beck and call, they won't be distracting you from just one more turn of Civ.
2. You will look down on waifu's and all who desire them. You will never get a waifu.
3. You regain some of your lost childhood innocence and wonder, as well as childishness.

**BANES (bad things)**

1. Your libido is extremely low where khazar milkers aren't concerned.
2. You require a daily dosage of salt. Metaphorical (a heated argument), or literal (one full cup of undiluted salt).
3. You gain a tell. You can try to hide it, but you'll slip up eventually. People who interact with you once can trivially detect it, and you through it. Luckily, they have a 50% false positive rate.

**Blood and Fire**

Make a lvl-1 D&D 5e and A CYOA Of Ice and Fire builds, and combine the two. You get to level up as though you were on the D&D system, via xp granted by an unseen DM.

Once you're past level 10, you get to start a build from 4e, then 3.5e, then 3e...etc. Adding each one onto your current build.

You may not possess more than thirty levels at any one time, nor may you achieve a level higher than 10 in any class.

Once you've exhausted D&D, you may move onto its clones.

**The Hero's Task**

If you manage bait someone into eighteen of your skub wars, you get to do one of the following:

- Fuck all of their loved ones into leaving them
- Convince their friends to betray them
- Manipulate their nation/organization/community into disowning them.

You get to do one extra for each eighteen skub wars you pull them into. If you manage to pull them into 72 skub wars, you own them mind and soul.

The effects cannot be stopped or delayed, even by nigh-omnipotent decree. However, they can be fixed after they have come to pass, with some effort.

This works on anything with sapience. Authors, disciples, gods. Nothing stops them from taking revenge, though, so watch out. Also, if you choose option 1, you must and will fuck every single one of their loved ones. Yes, even grandpa.
**Hexalby**

"One day, I'll make you fap to dicks"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOONS (good things)</th>
<th>BUGS (neutral things)</th>
<th>BANES (bad things)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. You are granted an Artifact for each person you convert from one end of the political spectrum to the other.</td>
<td>2. All female disciples double in height. All male disciples double in dick size.</td>
<td>2. You feel the urge to credit everyone who assisted in anything you helped make and are asked about. Like a series of sneezes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Worship (given or received) generates and grants energy out of nothing. Can be used to unlock and fuel nascent powers.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Five years of your school studies are randomly replaced by Latin studies.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Society**

You are granted regency over a race of outcasts. The details of why they are outcasts are up to you, but they can’t be so powerful that they self-exiled. You must lead them to a promised land within the same world they are in, and oversee their growth into prosperity. As soon as they become a dominant empire in their world, they become your fully sapient drones.

**Companions**

You may design a Homunculus as normal, though you gain nothing from your chosen background. It will have a muscular build regardless of your other choices.

The homunculus feeds differently though, depending on their Feeding Method:
- A Devourer drains physical attributes, like height, muscular mass, and beauty.
- A Leecher drains bodily senses, like sight, social awareness, and satisfaction.
- A Ripper drains mental attributes like intelligence, sociability, and empathy.

What they feed on, they can either absorb into their being (or siphon to their master), or convert it into fuel for their powers.

The homunculus can survive without feeding, but it will never grow no matter what unless it does.

If it ascends, one day, it will be able to split off a piece of itself, a new Homunculus.

---

**Psionic connection between him and all disciples.**

**Clone is a muscle goddess.**

- All disciples are fully sapient drones. 
- /leftypol/
- Prolonged stay in any dimension causes planar instabilities, and eventually conjunction.
- Clone may have a dick larger than most men, or that just might be a guy riding her dick-sized clit.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOONS (good things)</th>
<th>BUGS (neutral things)</th>
<th>BANES (bad things)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Boon One</td>
<td>1. Bug One</td>
<td>1. Bane One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Boon One</td>
<td>2. Bug One</td>
<td>2. Bane One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Boon One</td>
<td>5. Bug One</td>
<td>5. Bane One</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CYOA ONE**
Details about the CYOA and what powers/choices you get.

**CYOA TWO**
Details about the CYOA and what powers/choices you get.
**Highlander**

"Oh collar us down and make us whole. Wait no that’s slavery. Racist."

What even is Highlander? A skinwalker? A wendigo? A greater abomination? A French Canadian? It’s difficult to say as no one has much proof of anything aside from a few bloody animal carcasses that are attributed to her. Then again, it doesn’t matter. Some people hate skinwalkers, many hate wendigos, most hate abominations, and everyone hates Canadians.

She often tries to be enigmatic and mysterious, often communicating through unorthodox methods to emphasize the effect. However, she often fails due to her temper, which demonstrates her human nature.

She is an able planeswalker, can alter the genetics of just about anything she touches, and has numerous soft magics, but she is less powerful than she pretends to be.

She is a lesbian and her clone is gay. Some would call him a twink. Others would say he’s morbid, verbose and into some weird shit. He also watches people. A lot. He will probably watch you. He is also great at stalking and doxxing people. He will dox you.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOONS (good things)</th>
<th>BUGS (neutral things)</th>
<th>BANES (bad things)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. You can slowly learn how to mess with concepts.</td>
<td>1. The true colours of existence will become apparent in time. They aren’t particularly appealing.</td>
<td>1. You become unhinged from reality and lose yourself easily.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. You learn soft magic far more quickly.</td>
<td>2. You come to appreciate alien things.</td>
<td>2. You find yourself incurably stubborn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Become Wyrm-blooded, vastly reducing your need for nourishment and sleep.</td>
<td>3. You become a high functioning Masochist.</td>
<td>3. If you don’t like something, you’ll just throw it out. You may regret this later.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. You become almost absurdly patient.</td>
<td>4. Your conduct with others becomes rather blunt.</td>
<td>4. Your sense of touch is halved twice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. You find your strength tied to your enhanced will. Don’t give up and your body won’t either.</td>
<td>5. You become a lot more verbose. This doesn’t improve your vocabulary, but makes you say more.</td>
<td>5. You become far more politically left.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Traveler’s Tale**

From the Traveller Companion Roster you may go through and select (1) Lover /or/ (2) Friends /or/ (4) Partners. All are willing to work with you and help you in your goals, up too and providing jumps across reality.

A lover will expect nothing in return, Friends won’t either but can be put off if your work clashes with their character, and Partners will expect compensation for their time in the form of favours or labour.

All of these individuals will be in motion, have their own lives and can be driven off if you treat them poorly.

You also gain soft, low-level magic befitting a planeswalker, and can move from world to world much more fluidly, carrying much of your power with you. Combat magic will come easily, if you have a companion who can teach you or if you ingratiate yourself with Highlander.

**Strange, Yet Stranger Still**

Go to the Race Creation section of Xenos. You may design a new form for yourself using the existing point systems. Afterwards you will violently transform into this new racial form which is at the prime of that species.

All the strengths and weaknesses of this race will be applied.

You will hear murmurs from the Gestalt entity with the highest point count, but that will be the most you ever hear from them.

Eventually, you will gain some genehacking and biowarping magic. Be careful of how you use or abuse it, particularly on yourself, but you may even be able to touch the genes of other disciples, given time and practice.
Holdfast has enough time. Time to go out on a drink with his friends, time to get a full 8 hours of sleep, time to spoil his child and cuddle with his wife and finish his projects both personal and at work. This doesn't make him faster (winning the race is not guaranteed, but he'll always find the time to practice), nor is this temporal fuckery foolproof - there's only so much a man can do before he needs to rest.

He doesn't have disciples so much as he has companions. You'll learn your powers on the field, shoulder to shoulder with your fellows. Holdfast's temporal anomaly ensures that no matter how long work of the day seems to be you'll always finish by 6 pm, by then he goes home to cuddle with the wife.

He has a vast array of practical skills, and knows how to do just about any mundane thing. He's happy to teach anyone, not just his disciples.

+Bro when you need him to be.
+Dad when you need him to be.
+Friend all the time.
+Always on time.
+Well-traveled, has a story for every occasion.
+All of the above applies to the twin.
+Gives out great life advice.

-Near the end of an activity they're usually exhausted as fuck. Someone has to tell them to take a break.
-One of them is genuinely awesome and great. The other is a liar, an absolute psychopath.
-You can't tell which. The good one refuses to tell, believing the other over you. May or may not take the blame for their actions in a feat of stupid loyalty
-Both are happily married. Relationship is a no.

---

### BOONS (good things)
1. Anyone you've known for 2-3 years becomes completely loyal to you.
2. You gain an aura that makes you seem friendly and gentle.
3. You are never late to a meeting. Ever. Even Bane 3 can't make you late.
4. Get a scholarship for a four-year course of your choosing anywhere in the world. Your living expenses are fully paid during this time.
5. Your family ties become much stronger. You and your relatives actually get along now.

---

### BUGS (neutral things)
1. You always end up having some kind of job, paid or otherwise.
2. The only clock that works properly around you is your watch.
3. You know the name of every travel agency.
4. When you wash your hands you always do so for 20 seconds. You will always apply soap or sanitizer.
5. Every disciple that sees you will know that you are a disciple of HoldfastAnon. They will probably trust you because of this. Probably.

---

### BANES (bad things)
1. People often think you're part of a bad crowd.
2. Bad crowds think you're part of a worse one.
3. Every time you gain a friend, you also gain an annoying problem that plagues you for a week.
4. You disappear to nowhere every once in a while for long intervals. You return where you left.
5. If you ever get lost (including by the effects of Bane 3), you arrive at your destination at the worst possible time, even if this time is on time.
6. You are viscerally repulsed by the mere notion of having sex with someone you don't truly love.

---

### Holdfast: Travel
Pick a single direction in Holdfast save for center:

Start at 1 year's worth of experience for a single Pursuit and you may slowly work your way up to 6 years - in which case, you gain a unique power depending on the direction you chose.

If you travel far and wide, then you may gain more Pursuits, or find ones not listed. Perhaps you will even find yourself in seasons not yet written, to discover secrets not yet known.

You gain knowledge from travel. The more places you go, the more knowledge you will absorb. People you travel with will also gain this knowledge.

---

### Holdfast: Center
Whenever a longtime friend is in danger, you'll be given a single opportunity to save them. You gain or lose nothing from this, other than the fact that your friend does not die. This does nothing if the death is from purely natural causes.

Once a year, you gain practical knowledge in one mundane subject of your choice equivalent to a year of constant practice and study. This knowledge never fades.

You can share any of your special knowledge with a friend, but it becomes just like normal knowledge to both of you: it will fade without practice.

Over time, you may be able to gain more knowledge, and knowledge in more niche and more magical fields.

You gain knowledge from being around knowledgeable friends. This effect is much stronger if they are actively teaching you.
**Imaginos**

Imaginos’ presence seems almost timeless, as far back as anyone can remember he has walked among the authors, crafting works of beauty and offering to teach those who would listen, for Imaginos has a vision. A vision of a world where everything looks beautiful, where clipping masks abound and every CYOA is more than just text boxes with pictures next to them.

Sadly Imaginos’s mastery of the visual is doomed to fall by the wayside in a place where wish fulfillment and waifu reign supreme. If he meets success, it is on these merits and these alone. Still, like the hobo that engraves his masterpiece on a nickel while riding a boxcar Imaginos will not give up. Joining with others to spread the good word of artful design and visual storytelling. Imaginos loves the holidays.

- The midas touch, but for making things look beautiful.
- Holds himself to a high standard
- Likes to do things just for fun.
- Can combine his skills with others to create something greater than both.

- Probably has several strange kinks
- Despite being one of the most talented authors, isn’t particularly popular
- Has no idea what people want, only what looks nice

### BOONS (good things)

1. You gain an intrinsic understanding of aesthetics, beauty and design.
2. You gain the power to collaborate with others highly effectively.
3. You master the art of visual storytelling, and can communicate with anyone in any language merely by drawing symbols and gesturing.
4. Your powers gain a permanent boost whenever you participate in the festivals associated with a holiday day.

### BUGS (neutral things)

1. Over the course of the year, strange things will happen during a random selection of major holidays: (christmas/Diwali/St Patrick’s day etc.) The nature of these events is uncertain, but you can be sure things will get weird.
2. You have to make sure anything you produce is at least pretty, no matter how unnecessary it may be.
3. You acquire a mysterious uncle that draws you into potentially dangerous intrigues.
4. Any ink you touch becomes invisible.

### BANES (bad things)

1. There’s a nasty “Trick” hidden within every weapon or tool you use that will make your life difficult if sprung.
2. You are compelled to make bad puns constantly when speaking or writing, no matter how inappropriate to the situation.
3. All your powers become linked to items you own and you will lose them if the items leave your possession.
4. Drunk driving (even drunk walking) will always end with an accident. Desirability varies.

---

**Dream Prince**

You are given the opportunity to create your own pocket dimension where you can rule as you please. The interface by which you craft it is oddly reminiscent of Adobe Photoshop.

You have great power within your own realm. Anyone can access your dimension through dreaming, but are under your domain while there. They will eventually wake up normally. You can give them directions to visit your realm directly with their physical bodies if you so wish. You have no dominion over them if they visit physically, and what you can use against them is heavily weakened.

You cannot bring anything out of your dimension. Only disciples of another author can, and only if they visit your dimension physically.

Put the visitors through trials, test their mettle, and eventually, you might find one worthy of collaborating with to attain mutual greatness.

---

**Drunk Santa’s Escapades**

Every Christmas, though not necessarily on Christmas Day you will receive a visit from a drunk Santa, who will crash his sleigh onto your situation and mess up what you’re doing.

To make amends, he’ll give you a couple of gifts. They might make things worse.

There’s a 70% chance of Santa asking you to help him cover up vehicular homicide. Refusal to aid and abet will just see him target you next once he escapes holiday jail. You will never see him coming.
The eternal skeleton pope of /cyoag/ who tortures his thralls with promises of lore and waifus. At least he delivers on his promises, even if he makes you suffer for it.

Italics is made of five aspects now due to all the power he got from his tortured fans - Skeleton, Lolibaba, Nazi, Nasu and Nigger. He can mantle any aspect and gain different powers based on his cyoas, but he must fuel his powers with the suffering of his followers.

Don't worry, he won't actually torture or harm you. He'll just make you wait for his oc as usual.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOONS (good things)</th>
<th>BUGS (neutral things)</th>
<th>BANES (bad things)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. It's okay when Italics does it, so it's okay when you do it. You can get away with breaking laws and customs as long as people like you.  
2. Watermelon flavored food, KFC, and Japanese food are effectively potions for you.  
3. You become Japanese and gain masterful skill at worldbuilding.  
4. You become a Lolibaba. You gain great power depending on how miserable you are. If you truly find happiness you will lose any power you gain from this boon.  
5. Pick a companion from any Italics cyoa to be your waifu/husbando. They don't have their powers and must be of the opposite sex. | 1. You really, really, REALLY take your time when working.  
2. Everything you do is prone to get shitposted on, but you get thick skin to cope with it.  
3. You are a firm believer in normal genders and heterosexual relationships and will make it clear to everyone.  
4. You begin every conversation with the words "Anon here" and will often interject them into the beginning of a sentence even after the conversation gets going.  
5. You gain an irrational hatred for everything Turkish. Turks and other races that are sufficiently Turkish will hate you in turn and often harass and troll you. | 1. You become a skeleton. You will never regain your flesh ever again.  
2. You become a nigger. Even if you change your appearance everyone will still know you are a nigger and look down on you for it.  
3. You become a nazi and will grow to loathe your own race while idolizing races that shat on your race.  
4. You become fanatically devoted to Italics and will annoy everyone, including Italics, with your devotion.  
5. You become extremely impatient when waiting for anything. Waiting will become a stressful and painful experience. |

PPP+
Make a PPP+ build, but you must post the entirety of PPP+ first and it must be based on your favorite Italics cyoa character.
You get no companions and no items.

Italics CYOA
Pick 1 aspect of Italics to hang out with.
They will make cyoas for you twice as fast compared to Italics' usual speed. You can attune yourself to each CYOA your Italics produces, giving you powers from it. You can only be attuned to one CYOA at once.
Many Authors ascended in chaotic experiences, shaped by the AllSync. JRPG knew much of godhood, to join his fellows in supplication to Mana-Yood-Sushai... or something like that. Either way, he's now both more approachable and more divine than most authors, affable in his approach yet esoteric in his existence.

+Ineffably wise.
+Cool powers, including vast reams of unmentioned "because godhood" support powers.
+Very chill and approachable.
+Weaponized fetishes into productivity.
+ESL with better English than most "English" authors.

- Will never exactly be your friend; you aren't on his level.
- You cannot comprehend most of what he knows.
- Gotta go on a legendary mystic journey for just about anything.
- Jumpstarted another Ottoman empire, for shits and giggles. Italics is yet to recover.
- The more he likes you, the more he'll make you suffer.

BOONS (good things)
1. You get a faithful companion, a full and developed person who will be your friend, even romanceable if you so choose. Pans are also catered to.
2. You get a legendary artifact weapon. Deep mythic shit, super-powerful, whatever form you want though the exact powers will be decided by JRPG.
3. You get some fucking esoteric powers, letting you play with the primal essence of creation in a similar manner but lesser scale to JRPG himself.
4. If male, get bigger stats, instinct, body mass and size. If female, post tits get training and equipment to qualify as a monster huntress.

BUGS (neutral things)
1. You get to rewrite your life into one of several archetypes, gaining experience, power, and skill as JRPG offers, but lose your memories of your human life.
2. You get to go on a journey to at least one fantasy world, but will never return to the Earth you know.
3. JRPG shares his legendary taste with you. You gain great access to and knowledge of the best of weird tales and weeb media, but can't enjoy lesser works.
4. You gain a monster (that's polite for "animal) dick/pussy.

BANES (bad things)
1. You're going to end up on epic quests when just trying to do normal things. Resetting the wireless router? Better travel the thirteen realms of hell to realign the spiritual conduits for your wifi. Walk to the store to get milk? You'll be shanghaied into defeating the demon king.
2. Your fate is irrevocably tainted. You know there's a bad ending in store for you, and it's ultimately unavoidable, but you don't know when or how you'll end up there.
3. You become a total drama queen, quickly becoming bored with anything resembling mundanity, whatever that means for whatever world you find yourself in.
4. You gain monster (animal) arms. Hard to handle something without damaging it.

JRPG Traitor
You are guaranteed to meet many interesting people, some kind and some cruel, though none are assured to be your friend or lover unless you took Boon 1. You also become aware that you can develop your powers both by making bonds with people, and breaking them. You could reach ascension by deep experiences... or more quickly if you're willing to trample upon those you love.

In The Wake of The Dawn
You become aware of the 'plotline' of your life, and it's one that's guaranteed to shoot for greatness. Your legendary deeds are known to you before they happen, as is the path to reach them. Only your ending (or with bane 2, the path that ends in it, cutting off future glories) is unknown.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kit</th>
<th>“That's the power of being a virgin”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In a certain hospital's psych ward, there can be found a certain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muttering figure in a strait jacket, attended to by thin people</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with covered faces.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Once Allsync anon freed him and gave him his power, he went around</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the world continuing his work of “deflating round tummies by</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sticking them with needles to pop them” for a few days before he</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>realized he could do it with magic.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

+ Fluffy tail and ears. Detachable and regenerate.                  |
+ Second buffest author. Runs his disciples through workouts, and  |
  blesses those who attend with luck to meet women related to their |
  workouts (squats = big asses).                                    |
+ An unsullied clean and pure virgin.                               |
+ The bedrock of the cyoa community. Very few haven't played and   |
  enjoyed one of his cyoa.                                          |

- Alcoholic. How original.                                          |
- De-ages and gender-bends his disciples on a whim when drunk.     |
  Usually apologizes once sober.                                     |
- Would love to watch his clone get it on with other girls. Vice   |
  versa. They're both painfully straight and monogamous though.      |
- [insert unhealthy attraction to blood-related children here]      |

**BOONS (good things)**

1. Gain the tightest (optionally chiseled) tummy possible.         |
   Inflationfags and fatcucks would convert to the light side if    |
   they saw your tummy.                                            |
2. You can dress anyone in the most comfy pajamas with a touch.    |
   They will fall asleep unless rudely awakened.                    |
3. Gain a silver coin from Change Is Good.                         |

**BUGS (neutral things)**

1. If you over find yourself in an apocalypse, you must show off   |
   your chest. Somehow won't get frostbite, bugbites, or other      |
   related discomforts.                                             |
2. You have an inbuilt melanin-detector. You cannot help but       |
   comment on the melanin-levels in the vicinity.                   |
3. You lactate venom.                                              |

**BANES (bad things)**

1. Must cover face, with a gas mask or a burka. Don't ask, he's    |
   brain damaged.                                                   |
2. You have inferior reproductive organs.                          |
3. If someone has a dog, you'll annoy the FUCK out of them until   |
   they send you pics or show them to you.                          |

**Serene Serendipity**

Whenever you want, wherever you want, you can immediately enter the  |
cycle of reincarnation and be born as a child to a family, just like   |
the cyoa. During that time, and until the moment you have sex, you    |
are protected by a barrier of slice-of-life that makes sure that      |
nothing weird or bad happens to you or anyone you know. Even other    |
disciples can't break through it.                                    |

**Oh my god so many one-pagers**

Pick three one-pagers to play. I don give a shit. Gain a bronze      |
coin from Change Is Good for each tummy you personally flatten. Can't |
use coins or cyoa for that, but using abilities gained through them   |
is okay. Can purchase another one-pager with a gold coin. Can't       |
repurchase a cyoa to pick more options, screw you. Disciples are      |
resistant to cyoa and coin effects, but not powers gained.            |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Languid Cicada</th>
<th>&quot;I choose you to be the Chosen Chooser of the Chosen Champions! Choose wisely, oh Chosen Chooser!&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Don't ask</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BOONS (good things)**
1. Instantly become a great coach.
2. Every time you win, you get a big shiny gold ring
3. Instantly assess the strengths and weaknesses of people you meet, and know how they'd impact whatever team you're assembling.
4. You know how to get to Sesame Street

**BUGS (neutral things)**
1. Wannabe heroes and villains are always seeking you out, hoping to be added to your next team
2. Other coaches and mysterious mentors instantly recognize you as another of their kind.

**BANES (bad things)**
1. The Chosen of Languid Cicada are forbidden to take direct action by themselves. They must always be part of a team, the coach of a team, or the mysterious benefactor of a team
2. Every time you win, someone dumps Gatorade all over you.
3. No matter how many winning teams or adventuring parties you put together, only the most hardcore history buffs will ever know your name.

**Colosseum at the Edge of Reality**
You are recruited to be the patron of a rookie team in the next tournament. As in the CYOA, you're one of the last ones picked, so you only get to pick from the dregs of the talent pool, with only a couple of days for them to practice together. Do REALLY well, and you'll start getting offers to coach teams of heroes/villains, adventuring to save/destroy entire worlds!

**Dull Troupe**
Run away, and join the circus! For all eternity! As long as you have a great act, you'll live forever. Lose the audience, though and you have to clean up after the circus animals until time ends. Second chances are possible, after all, everyone loves a comeback!
Lone Observer was gone, but as is written
'That is not dead which can eternal lie
and with strange aeons even death may die'

The Allsync's gift transformed Lone Observer into a being of cosmic power and inhuman truth, but that power came at the price of being subject to arcane periods of sleep and wakefulness instead. When the stars are right, this makes him one of the more formidable authors. When the stars are not right, he waits dead but dreaming, observing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOONS (good things)</th>
<th>BUGS (neutral things)</th>
<th>BANES (bad things)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. You get a waifu who exhibits many tomboy traits. She is complex and her own person, but your fates are tied together and loving each other will be easy.</td>
<td>1. You must lurk for a year in any community you attempt to join before you can participate.</td>
<td>1. You must leave all of your friends and family behind. Forever. You cannot even say goodbye.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. You now understand the &quot;plot&quot; of your fate.</td>
<td>2. Gain a broken giant mecha. Any damage on it is reflected on you as soon as you turn it on.</td>
<td>2. (requires boon 4) Some ne'er do wells will ripoff elements of your stories into their own, enhancing their own cultural influences with them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. A child now idolizes you and wants to be like you.</td>
<td>3. (requires boon 4) You will gain a lot more fans, however they will manage to ignore whatever reality about you they do not agree with, substituting it with their own. The self-imposed illusion is strong, but not infallible.</td>
<td>3. Urban and folk legends tend to have a habit of being true, wherever you go.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Your storytelling skills become legendary, and cultural influencers. You can also make money out of them.</td>
<td>4. You can attend any school you can apply to, your body and documentation morphing to justify your acceptance. However, you can never truly leave until you graduate.</td>
<td>4. You must attend Lone Observer's campfire storytime. When he narrates, the stories come to life unbeknownst to him. He has seen things.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Favorable documentation seems to have a habit of directing itself to you. Win the vacation raffle you never applied for, become a president due to a typo in the ballots, or have the same last name as a local lord who died with no known relatives.</td>
<td>5. You get a framed baby picture of Lone Observer.</td>
<td>5. Your relationships are cursed with New Relationship Excitement. Exciting, but the gratification is quick and just as empty.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

String Adventures
Gain a red string of fate. You can attempt to follow it through dimensions.

At each dimension, you will find it coiling around some people or places before vanishing. You must unlock/fix whatever ails the coiled entity through any means before the rest of the string shows itself. It does not have to help the entity, but the issue must be fixed (a gravestone being pooped on by birds can be resolved by anything from hunting the birds to extinction, to placing it in a tomb instead, to smashing it to rubble and burying it in the ocean).

After each resolution, you will find a section of the string tied around a blank label. You can write any booru tag you could reasonably expect.

Once sufficiently satisfied, you may tie the string into a noose and hang it from a tree. A random waifu/husbando that fulfills all the tags will appear through the loop. She will have an intrinsic relation to every resolution you achieved, in some way or other.

Perpetuance Protocol Pod Program
You will crash land on a world tied to your fate in a scenario similar to Cure Mortality, except with only 480 years of augments. You cannot take options that colonists cannot.

You will be an “angel” of one of the “gods” of your choice. The characters will be generally the same as in the cyoa, but with some minor changes to better fit your fate. Being an angel of Elspeth costs a Boon. Developing a violent hatred of Elspeth counts as a bane.

The fate Lone Observer has planned for you will begin shortly, if you do well. Eventually, you will find what fate intends to give you beyond what you have achieved and been given.

Being an angel just means your powers will be based off theirs. Unlike the other angels however, your power is not dependent on their say-so.
Morton's Fork Anon is best known for creating miserable and tragic scenarios that the "player" is expected to escape from not by taking "the right path" but by finding an unexpected out. After elevation, he and his clone largely went quiet, but their hands are suspected world over where suffering seems inescapable. There is, however, no real malice in either -- they simply see themselves as grand tragedians and CYOA (or now, the world) their art.

|Morton’s Fork Anon| “That's how it is... are you just going to accept it?” |

- MFA and his clone are very approachable
- Sage Advice
- Appreciates cheaters as clever, will support your rule-bending and rule-breaking
- Only commandment for Disciples is "Do as thou wilt"
- Clone is a succubus-tier beauty

**BOONS (good things)**

1. You are guaranteed to meet interesting people, particularly those you would find attractive.
2. You gain a limited vision of the movements of fate and are able to grasp its strings around you, gaining a minor influence over chance and faint awareness of future happenings.
3. Your free will cannot be impugned without your informed consent. You will never be mind controlled or the like.

**BUGS (neutral things)**

1. Everyone you meet will seem to have some intricate sob story. You can help them, but realistically probably don't have the means to better every life you come across.
2. You will often be presented with choices that carry heavy opportunity costs. Doing good will often require solving trolley-problem like conundrums.
3. Your world view is inevitably twisted to the nihilistic (even if you have Boon 3); not too bad if you’re good at coming up with your own meanings but terrible if you rely on outside solace.

**BANES (bad things)**

1. Morton’s Fork Anon will call upon you to play the central role in one of his grand tragedies, forcing the choice of who lives and dies, suffers or escapes onto you.
2. You find the necessities of life around you more pressing; for some reason making food and rent will always feel like a terrible burden.
3. Many people you meet and care about will have or get into deeply entangled situations where resolving one's problems will almost inevitably cause the others a vastly greater share of misery.

---

Morton’s Fork

You gain the ability to travel to other worlds.

In the Aether between, you can view potential futures for the world you mean to enter, gaining a preview of how some of your possible actions will change that world. These forecasts are typically dark and depressing, but are not the only possible futures. While on another world, you gain powers and abilities equivalent to an elite native (such as a great hero or skilled engineer).

You can't take anything or anyone to or from these worlds, you simply cast your soul through the void and return.

To A New World

You gain two abilities.

First, you can negate sub-divine supernatural powers within the range of your senses, shutting down the abilities of most other disciples, reducing them to mundane levels. Might also help against various non-disciple spooky things.

Second, you gain the ability to summon individuals or creatures from scifi or fantasy worlds, but all are forced to conform to the utterly mundane version of earth’s physics. Expect most scifi tech to fail immediately and monsters to die as their bodies can't support their weight. Most summons are temporary, but you can summon a waifu from any Morton's Fork Anon CYOA to stay with you permanently, and she’s guaranteed to live (even if she would normally be an impossible creature type), though she will lose any supernatural abilities.
Aubry De La Mottraye

"You see, a flowering plant's genitals are it's flowers, each having one or both of male and female organs. At the same time, a single plant can have a combination of differently sexed flowers, or even no flowers at all. These configurations can even change over a plant's lifetime. That's why plants have a true gender spectrum, unlike humans!" —a chlorophile weeb on /trash/ (plants not clowns)

An avowed plant nerd, he named himself after Europe's first floriographer before using the Allsync's blessing to become a plant himself. Mottraye is a vivacious and fiery author (his words). Practically a disciple of Zuranon while an author in his own right, he continues to spin out his own CY0As based on others' work. Like Zuranon, he has become a true Supreme Being - a level 100 Alraune Queen (Male) Gardener. Unlike Zuranon, though, he cares for canon less than he cares for making a good story. He also sees no point in adultery, seeing as he simply grows his own waifus. Despite this, they somehow still manage to be friends, possibly because of their shared appreciation of polyamory (many-to-many, unlike polygamy which is many-to-one). His fiery nature prompts him to try to ever exceed himself and others. One day, he may even rise to become the kind of namefag people bother remembering.

+Will grow you a complementary waifu.  
+Fem? Mottraye will grow you a complementary husbando.  
+Will support you in any quest for love and peace.  
+Literally magical drugs.  
+Knows the magic words to enslave Celt Stoneson forever: "INFINITE", "WEED", and "BRUH".

-Believes in gender identities.  
-Will disown you if you've ever picked a fire starter.  
-Basically a hippy.  
-Kills cats for fun.  
-Actually just a cosplaying wood elf.

**BOONS (good things)**
1. You gain a plant waifu. This is in addition to the complementary waifu above.  
2. You gain another plant waifu. They literally grow on trees around here.  
3. You gain a plant husbando. Mottraye is willing to accommodate.  
4. All plant waifus and husbandos come with a century long warranty, and will be replaced within six months of their death.

**BUGS (neutral things)**
1. You emit a pheromone that makes everything want you sexually. Everything.  
2. You and everything you wear and write turns largely green.  
3. You can no longer become aroused unless tendrils or tentacular vines are involved somehow.  
4. Become androgynous enough to confuse basically anyone.

**BANES (bad things)**
1. You constantly attract wasps to you.  
2. You constantly forget your own sex, no matter how frequently you check.  
3. You become a pacifist. You may not fight directly, even in self defence, and must rely on your companions for protection.  
4. You are now a hemovore, and must drink blood to survive.

**Mandrake**
Make a character, using the Mandrake CYOA. Similar to the Overlord CYOA of Zuranon with a higher level and no approval required, but with more limited options. However, you gain no gifts and may not take destiny grafts, gain magical items, or unique companions, and instead only gain companions otherwise granted on this page, which become 'Pleiades Maid' level in strength. You must also take a drawback (which you are not compensated for).

However, by becoming a plant you are now completely vulnerable to Mottraye's chlorokinesis, making you entirely unable to resist him. You will be used to further his plans of world peace.

**Spiritual Magic DLC**
Mottraye will rapidly spin out a new suborder of arcana to bless you with, based loosely on the work of another. You can pick some amount of another Author's options, but know that Mottraye is... less than diligent when it comes to preserving canon.

Pick a blessing (a cyoa blessing) from another author, then pick a bug from a third author, and then pick a flaw from a fourth author. You don't get any boons from other authors.
## New Observer

Dreams are but a shallow reflection of reality, expectations, and stray thoughts. A great entity’s shallow reflection is a lesser’s indisputable complex realization.

On one of Lone Observer’s dreams, he imagined success, financial and notorious. He imagined the money, the women, and the fans. How would his fans be like? Would they be appreciative, parodying, obsessive?

And so New Observer was born, a reflection of Lone Observer’s hopes, dreams, and fears. He mirrors his original in any way he can, some think he hopes to eventually merge with him, others that he hopes to become a real boy someday.

---

### BOONS (good things)

1. **s**

### BUGS (neutral things)

1. Your voice sounds *amazing*, to you.
2. -muh waifuism.
   -muh masturbatory self-indulgence.

### BANES (bad things)

1. You'll lose the ability to get straight to the point. Instead, you'll meander and dawdle for as long as you can get away with before your audience leaves, then relent and drop them a snippet to keep them interested before repeating the same exact identical song and dance over and over and over.

2. Metropolis

If you were to walk a city’s streets right as the clock rings midnight, you will find yourself in a mirror-version of the city, filled with anachronistic fashion, strange entities, and crackpots with designs over every wandering tourist’s soul.

Keep your true name safe and secret, and you might find a lot of opportunity in the city. Anomalous creatures and items, teachers of esoteric and forgotten arts, and perhaps contacts from the great beyond.

To return to the normal city, simply light a bonfire during the witching hour, and keep it blazing for a few minutes.

---

### Parting The Veil

If you were to walk a city’s streets right as the clock rings midnight, you will find yourself in a mirror-version of the city, filled with anachronistic fashion, strange entities, and crackpots with designs over every wandering tourist’s soul.

Keep your true name safe and secret, and you might find a lot of opportunity in the city. Anomalous creatures and items, teachers of esoteric and forgotten arts, and perhaps contacts from the great beyond.

To return to the normal city, simply light a bonfire during the witching hour, and keep it blazing for a few minutes.
Humans are dumbasses who will get themselves killed

nxtub

A curious thing, nxtub is. He walks amongst the reddit-spawn, yet is clearly not amongst their ilk. He gazes upon the 4chan hivemind, yet never deigns to join them in their petty squabbles. He desires entertainment, yet enjoys the life he was given too much to wish for a better one. Inscrutable desires and thoughts lay underneath that skull.

The offer of author ascension was prematurely interrupted with several shots at the trespasser. Were he anything short of immortal, Allsyncanon might have perished then and there. At the mention of an offer, he was assumed to be a door-to-door salesman, and was shot again.

A cleared misunderstanding later, nxtub refused the offer, preferring his current self. Instead, he asked for the ability to make his image builds real. He was granted that, along with a copy of his disciples' builds. He would only ever be as strong as his average disciples, but his avatar builds would more than make up for the powergap. Luckily for everyone, Allsyncanon foresaw that nxtub would only make builds for low-medium power settings, in the interest of... interesting settings.

-Strapped with a glock, as are all his disciples
+Beyond boomer, the greatest generation
+Knows the perfect method to silence anyone and anything, from telemarketers, to zombies
+Keeps a comprehensive record on almost 80% of anons, from their choices, to their locations, to strategies on countering them

“What is escapism?”
-Radiophobic. Even bananas aren't allowed in his presence
-Gambling addiction. Might use his followers as collateral
-Femnxtub looks just like him, but bald, muscular, and in a sundress

BOONS (good things)
1. Instantly become goth-cool.
2. One-time offer to become a creature from dark fantasy.
3. Your flesh is preserved beyond all sense, meat and sinew always restringing together. It may eventually wish for the blissful release of death.

BUGS (neutral things)
1. Never see the color pink outside of a crayon box again.
2. All of your love interests behave like refugees from Anne Rice and/or Anne Bishop novels.
3. A candy salesman will appear wherever you are every weekend. Among his products is cyanide-flavored candy, guaranteed to send you to the other side, or your money back.

BANES (bad things)
1. Must always dress like a goth (trench coat or high fashion).
2. People will always assume that anything you do is a cover for illegal activities and/or unholy practices.
3. Any salary or payment you receive will be abysmally low, so much so that it's more efficient to work “for free” and rake in karma instead.

Tavern Master
Whenever you have a new business idea, shadowy figures will offer you a loan at very reasonable rates. “Normal” humans may or may not patronize your business, but it’ll be wildly popular with local supernaturals.

Prepare For Winter
Every winter, nxtub will drop you into a random setting and assign you a group of refugees. Your job will be to lead them to surviving until the next winter.

The group’s demographics will vary each winter. Sometimes they will be eastern front SS soldiers stranded behind enemy lines somewhere in the eastern Baltic, other times they will be crashed explorers on an uninhabited planet populated by unfriendly fauna and rogue scout robots.

The main constant will be that the last winter wiped out most of the group, and the coming one will surely wipe out the rest if not prepared for sufficiently. Additionally, there will be supernatural elements at play, be they cannibalistic tribes that can shift into lycanthropes, or a hivemind connecting the planet’s fauna and able to shape fault lines into jagged teeth to swallow intruders into its depths.

Survive the coming winter, and the group will become your followers unto death and beyond, no matter how changed they have become.
Ordion Anon is a dreamer and an idealist. He wields fantastical magics which sometimes prove to be more showy than powerful. He can throw massive fireballs in the shape of demons and dragons, but they aren’t that much more damaging than a normal author’s fireball spell. He can fly on wings of flame and rainbow light, but they don’t move him that quickly. He also doesn’t have much in the way of utility magic.

An exceptionally useful author in a fight, he is also devoted to teaching a generation of powerful and virtuous mages and warriors to improve every world they enter. An inspiring leader and good friend, his main flaw is his devotion to his own ideals and his fervent conviction that they are right.

He’s also a bit of a showman, but in a wholesome, self-aware way.

**BOONS (good things)**
1. You are able to more strongly hold yourself to the moral standard you want from others.
2. You get a really cool title once he thinks you’re good enough. If you don’t have Bane 4, you’ll love it.
3. Anger comes to you less and less. You’re happy.
4. You consider how you view yourself to be far more important than how others view you.
5. You are now more willing and less afraid to immediately deal with your problems.

**BUGS (neutral things)**
1. You are no longer attracted to non-Caucasian women.
2. Your metaphors become kind of unusual.
3. You see life a bit more like a video game.
4. You begin unironically liking Baneposting memes. If you already like them, you REALLY like them now and you grow five inches taller.
5. You will probably develop a stronger moral code. It might be a bit unusual, though.

**BANES (bad things)**
1. You get some pretty painful dreams of things or people that hurt you in the past.
2. You now get bored by listening to people talk for too long and want them to sum it up quickly.
3. You are pretty scrub tier at video games and gravitate towards OP tactics that everyone hates.
4. Your title, while cool, isn’t necessarily exactly what you want. You don’t have a title? You will soon.
5. You have some pretty nasty ass and frequent farts.

---

**Emperor Quest**
Once per month, select a major undertaking (i.e. taking over the world, forming a superhero team), you’ll know what actions can help lead to the success of said undertaking. This doesn’t tell you what obstacles will be faced on the way there, only what has to be done to arrive. This power doesn’t care if you’re capable of reaching said goal, it will tell you how to do it anyway.

You’ll be granted a single completely loyal bodyguard who’s power vastly outmatches your own (at least in the beginning). For one reason or another, they are completely useless outside of combat situations.

Waifuing the bodyguard is possible. If you ever have sex with them (or purposefully hurt them), they are no longer compelled to be completely loyal: you will have to earn their loyalty instead. If you’re in love, though, that shouldn’t be an issue.

**Stranger in a Familiar Land**
Any powers you learn from Ordion’s world that originate there works perfectly fine everywhere else in the multiverse - however they cannot be improved upon outside of it.

You can however mix the abilities and magics you learn from there with those of other universes with varying results.

As far as anyone can tell, you truly belong to the world you went to. No magic can divine your true origin in our world, and your innate powers are tied to your identity. No one can take them away from you. Not even Ordion himself.
Peil

“I don’t even use a username and have absolutely zero presence in the community good luck trying to create a personality for me lol”

Allsync Anon quested far and wide, but even with his infinite powers, could not find Peil. Said author was so anonymous, it was like they did not exist at all!

So Allsync Anon snatched up a child’s paper doll, and wrote, “Peil” on it. Using a mix of Sith arts and Feycrowned magics, Allsync Anon breathed life into the doll, and made it a proxy for the real author.

Allsync Anon was quite pleased with himself. Either the real Peil would stand up, allowing him to finally meet the reclusive author. Or the doll would serve as a decent stand-in, allowing the author’s fans to gain power.

+None

-Will force disciples into hazing rituals involving long treks in hostile environments and assassin orders in order to prove their worthiness

BOONS (good things)

BUGS (neutral things)

BANES (bad things)

HxH
Details about the CYOA and what powers/choices you get.

Sith Lord
Choose a Training Focus. Whenever you sit in isolation, you can enter a state fueled by seething. Seething homines, anger, jealousy, it doesn’t matter. The important thing is that it’s an excessive emotion. The more seething you have and can generate, the longer the state lasts. Every cumulative week of seething, or consecutive 24 hours or non-stop seething, grant you a single point, which can be invested into your training focus as normal. Ex) A Duelist can gain a maximum of 2 Style points, 7 Blade points, and 2 Force points.

Those who seek greater power can attempt the Week of Hate challenge. During said week, the Sith Lord will attempt to enter a week-long state of non-stop seething. If successful, the Sith Lord unlocks an extra Training Focus on top of his current one. If failed, the Sith Lord loses all points accumulated in a Training Focus, and if he had more than one Focus unlocked, he loses one of them.
In the heartlands of California, in a well-off gated community, sat a lone man named David. David was a normal man. He had a disability of some form or another, which he believed kept him from experiencing life to its fullest. In reality, if David had the physique of a Superman, he would not have behaved different. That was how boring David was.

David liked to frequent the shrine of Reddit with offerings. David consumed the common fare of normal people, watched all the blockbusters, clapped at the start and end of every Marvel movie, and commented on every dog picture and story he saw with “we don’t deserve dogs”.

All in all, it was a wonder how Allsyncanon did not fail to notice him. Nevertheless, he approached him with an offer for ascension, and had to stop himself from tying David into a pretzel when David asked if his granted powers would be “like those from Marvel”.

David is still disabled. David claims that it was an intrinsic part of his identity, but some theorize that it was Allsyncanon’s petty vengeance.

---

**BOONS (good things)**

1. Free healthcare, including dental. Covers all public health institutions.
2. Get a free shape—it’s already given by default? Well, you can choose your ideal form directly now, including becoming the little girl.
3. You can infiltrate any public support group, and no one will notice or call you out, no matter what.
4. You possess infinite willpower and determination when it comes to doing the same thing over and over and over again.
5. You become good at consoling and comforting others.

**BUGS (neutral things)**

1. If disabled or have a long-term medical issue, you get all the boons!
2. If you’re contributed to this cyoa, get all the boons!
3. If you have Bugs 1 and 2, get BOTH of the cyoa below!
4. If you made a cyoa, pick an extra setting following the rules in the “Over a Dozen Gift of Faves” cyoa!
5. If you have Bugs 3 and 4, pick another author and join their pantheon. David will orbit them.

**BANES (bad things)**

1. Pick a disability or long-term medical issue for yourself to get Bug 1.
2. You will genuinely believe that template cyoa are real cyoa.
3. You will be forced to make a Gift of Faves cyoa.
4. You will retroactively have been one of the contributors to this author’s section in the cyoa.
5. Pickle Rick will be peak comedy for you. Nothing will ever be funnier.

---

**Prescription Powers**

Choose three inhalers. Their effects last for 3 hours per puff. They all have 4 puffs each. They refill at the end of every 24 hours since you first receive them.

**Over a dozen Gift of Faves**

Pick any 3 settings that you yourself enjoy, that are also on any Gift of Faves cyoa. Said setting’s main work must have gotten at least 90% on Rotten Tomatoes/Metacritic/whatever normie rating agency is appropriate for the setting. You get the power of those options as normal.

If the setting is also featured on more than one cyoa, you get an extra pick in addition to the options granted by the settings.

Embrace your normiehood!
PowerCreator is an author whose inspirations come from lucid dreams. His powers are almost entirely mental; though his field of mastery is over psionic and arcane powers, he is a master of subtlety and strategy.

His lust for power is insatiable to a Machiavellian level, and he emphasizes individualism and rebellion against authority in his followers, even going so far as to advise them to ignore rules in his CYOAs that they find distasteful, if it would make reading more enjoyable.

His own abilities are rather vague, but exceptionally powerful. His disciples are the most diverse of all authors, having completely unique powersets and ideologies. In fact, this uniqueness is mandatory.

PCA can also grant powers to those who please him, but sparingly.

**BOONS (good things)**

1. Use the Random Power link on the Powerlistings Wiki 3/4/5 times. You get the worst power of them.
2. Use the Random Power link on the Powerlistings Wiki four times. You get the worst power of them.
3. Use the Random Power link on the Powerlistings Wiki five times. You get the worst power of them.
4. Whenever you go on a hike, you will feel at peace with the world.
5. You get a waifu from PowerCreator Waifu.

**BUGS (neutral things)**

1. When you begin your build, flip a coin for every point you have. On heads, get another such point. On tails, lose it.
2. Get the effects of Worthy Opponents from Power Creator. Enjoy.
3. Your blood is now REALLY salty for some reason.
4. Develop a love of meditation.
5. Develop a strong gluten intolerance. Eating bread makes you feel extremely bloated.

**BANES (bad things)**

1. Every day, your powers have a 1/1000 chance to not work. You will be powerless that day.
2. You are fated to suffer loss of some kind. What that means will be left up to, you guessed it, fate.
3. On the first of every year, you wake up in a random world and must remain for a month.
4. If you ever cheat (on) someone, you will die.
5. Your odds of being struck by lightning increase by roughly 10,000%.

**Power Creator**

You must make a build for Power Creator (not New Pantheon) with ten points.

1. You cannot take any Superhuman Associations and Reputation option.
2. You cannot take any companions.
3. Disadvantages grant you half the listed number of points.
4. The only Setting/Circumstance Chance you can take is Setting Chance (free). It will bring you to your destination in the multiverse.
5. You cannot take Reset or Thanks For Playing.
6. You cannot make the exact same build as any other disciple that you know of.

Regardless, you will always be unique, and PCA will always be willing to offer you aid and advice in a changing world.

You will likely start off with resources beyond those of other disciples, but be warned: your sudden appearance will likely betray your identity to everyone else. Some might hunger for your riches.

**Urban Phantom**

Make a build for Urban Phantom with the following conditions:

1. The world is Haunted.
2. The difficulty is Hard
3. Your character is (you). No age or gender changes.
4. Your Story is this story here, and any other motivations are optional.
5. Your Location is where you currently are.
6. Your Hobbies, Background, and Traits are those closest to your current situation. You may take one Trait you do not currently have.
7. Your companions are the other PCA disciples who chose Urban Phantom. You do not pick them from the cyoa.
8. If you go to a world, the things will follow. Or were they always there?
9. You cannot make the exact same build as any other disciple that you know of.

The path you walk will be dangerous, but the foes you face threaten reality itself. Without you, every world will crumble, and the other disciples are often woefully unequipped to deal with or even sense them. You may be far less glorious or rich than the Power Creator disciples, but the Urban Phantom disciples have one great advantage: they have no enemies. No one would attack you, for they all know the part you play.

PCA will aid you however he can but know that his energies must often be devoted to combating greater evils than yours.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUTHOR NAME</th>
<th>DEFINING QUOTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the author</td>
<td>IMAGE THAT REPRESENTS THE AUTHOR SOMEHOW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive trait of the author</th>
<th>Negative trait of the author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive trait of the author</td>
<td>Negative trait of the author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive trait of the author</td>
<td>Negative trait of the author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive trait of the author</td>
<td>Negative trait of the author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive trait of the author</td>
<td>Negative trait of the author</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOONS (good things)</th>
<th>BUGS (neutral things)</th>
<th>BANES (bad things)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Boon One</td>
<td>1. Bug One</td>
<td>1. Bane One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Boon One</td>
<td>2. Bug One</td>
<td>2. Bane One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Boon One</td>
<td>5. Bug One</td>
<td>5. Bane One</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CYOA ONE</th>
<th>CYOA TWO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Details about the CYOA and what powers/choices you get.</td>
<td>Details about the CYOA and what powers/choices you get.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Richard Merryweather

“Have any authorfags personally illustrated their own cyoas? I have. OC”

Merryweather is a curious author.
Merryweather is a liberal arts major.
Merryweather is a half-decent artist.
Merryweather makes his own art.
Merryweather is a philosopher wannabe.
Merryweather does not want to make trashy self-indulgent escapist adventures that do nothing but reinforce the self-imposed cycle of degeneration that you have put yourself on in a valiant attempt to escape the shackles of reality temporarily that has turned into a way of living for some turning them into permanent residents rather than temporary tenants and causing them to butt heads with anyone that tries to improve the thread’s culture or standards in any way that feels uncomfortable accelerating the very stagnation they claim to be protecting everyone from in the same self-destructive effect they have put their own private lives on.
Merryweather wants to make cyoas that make you think.
Merryweather cannot be killed.
Merryweather's killer turns into Merryweather.

+Merryweather has realistic expectations of people and waifus.
+Merryweather does not like butting heads with people.
+Merryweather is not on any spectrum.
+Merryweather does not know you.

- Merryweather has realistic expectations of people and waifus.
- Merryweather does not like butting heads with people.
- Merryweather is not on any spectrum.
- Merryweather does not know you.

BOONS (good things)

1. Merryweather will make you capable of communicating meaningfully with people using nothing but generic gestures.
2. Merryweather will give you artistic vision, forcing you to notice everything and anything that concerns art and its details.
3. Merryweather always thinks in the third person, and so do you.
4. Merryweather's clone can see everyone for who and what they are, piercing through aesthetics to the heart of what they are.

Merryweather hands you a notebook.

Fourth Floor

Merryweather's notebook contains the floor plan of the fourth floor of an apartment building in a metropolitan area, as well as the keys to each of the apartments.

Merryweather's notebook contains profile information of the tenants, assembled as if by a stalker down to the nitty gritty details of their lives.

Merryweather's notebook emphasizes that each and every one of the tenants is of age.

Merryweather's notebook did not specify the apartment building's city, and so the city and address can be written in.

Merryweather whispers in your ear “3DPD is not all bad”.

BANES (bad things)

1. Merryweather will make it so people constantly and always interrupt you if you attempt verbal communication.
2. Merryweather is disliked by anti-snobs. Now, so are you.
3. Merryweather assigned each of his disciples a few tropes to live with. You are one of those that got The Chew Toy.
4. Merryweather's clone can see everyone for who and what they are, piercing through aesthetics to the heart of what they are. She knows what you are. She knows everything about you. She knows. She knows. She knows.

Richard Merryweather

Merryweather is not dead.
You are not Merryweather.
Kill someone, and become them.

How can one kill a god?
Rosanon became the patron deity of Yuri -- girl on girl love and sexuality -- existing as almost a pure incarnation of sapphic romance and lust. She (for such a being could be nothing else after ascension) has many half-followers and casual worshippers, especially given the aura of comfort she exudes, but few true disciples because of the dedication required to share in Rosanon's vision and power.

-Is a cute girl. Woe betide any who ask of the clone.
-Makes everything comfier.
-Perfect balance of true love and true carnality.
-Offered indolent luxury.

---

**BOONS (good things)**
1. You can choose both of Rosanon's CYOs. Lucky you.
2. You're extra cute! Like, top .01% cute with a sexy cherry on top.
3. You won't visibly age ever, nor will anything that happens tarnish your beauty/cuteness.
4. None of the females you encounter will ever be below 7/10. Their appearance is shifted to facilitate this.
5. You become immune to domestic abuse of any kind.

**BUGS (neutral things)**
1. Time will flow slower while you're relaxed. This is hard to turn off, though, even if you're relaxed and bored.
2. You will meet pretty much only women from here on -- your chance of someone you randomly encounter being male is about 10%.
3. 1d4+2 males known to you are turned into cute girls. No guarantee this won't play havoc with their lives.
4. You will gain notoriety on par with Jazz Jennings as you transition into a girl, with all the benefits and drawbacks that can imply.
5. Rosanon will iron out your kinks to make sure you're happy with the yuri.

**BANES (bad things)**
1. You are forbidden from forming a positive emotional relationship of any kind (even a totally platonic friendship or one-sided) with a male, unless you plan on turning them into a girl. If you violate this taboo, needlessly delay the transformation, or outright fail in it, something terrible will happen to them and all memory of them will be erased from your mind.
2. Rosanon is still salty about that "mystery box" so you are required to oppose and disrupt Tok and his followers. Dereliction of this duty will not be tolerated, at least make some effort to ruin the day of Tok or a Tok disciple as regularly as you're able to show you're trying.
3. Rosanon's meddling has damaged your personal timeline. You will live the days in each year in random order.
4. There is a mysterious knight of salt that dogs Rosanon's every step, seeking his downfall at every endeavor and juncture. You are added to his shitlist. He occasionally disguises as a Rosanon disciple.
5. Rosanon adds your life to his voyeur TV, where he spies on the lives of certain women and their relationships. Say bye-bye to your privacy.

---

**CYO/u/**
Make a build for CYO/u/, disregarding any section about your past or situation. This allows you to customize your girly form (which is otherwise entirely to Rosanon's discretion) and grants you a guaranteed magic waifu.

**Time-Stop Chillzone Redux**
Make a build for Time-Stop Chillzone Redux. Seriously, that's it. You get a Time-Stop Chillzone. What more could you want?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUTHOR NAME</th>
<th>DEFINING QUOTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the author</td>
<td>IMAGE THAT REPRESENTS THE AUTHOR SOMEHOW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

+ Positive trait of the author  
+ Positive trait of the author  
+ Positive trait of the author  
+ Positive trait of the author  
+ Positive trait of the author  
- Negative trait of the author  
- Negative trait of the author  
- Negative trait of the author  
- Negative trait of the author  
- Negative trait of the author  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOONS (good things)</th>
<th>BUGS (neutral things)</th>
<th>BANES (bad things)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Boon One</td>
<td>1. Bug One</td>
<td>1. Bane One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Boon One</td>
<td>2. Bug One</td>
<td>2. Bane One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Boon One</td>
<td>5. Bug One</td>
<td>5. Bane One</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CYOA ONE**  
Details about the CYOA and what powers/choices you get.

**CYOA TWO**  
Details about the CYOA and what powers/choices you get.
Sandnigger was here.

A tragic tale indeed.

Sandnigger is an author gifted in artistic design and aesthetic quality, but his other failings drove him to seek power in...other forces.

Reddit.

The dark spirit of Reddit, that evil god, has seduced Sandnigger and coopted his work.

As a man, Sandnigger is desperate to appease his god, and to recieve the acclaim and power that such appeasement will provide him. He is but a shell of his former self.

His clone is a double agent, however. Perhaps you could join forces, and together save him from Reddit. He would doubtless be very grateful.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>+Conservative, socially modest</th>
<th>-Owned body and soul by Reddit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+Can’t be called racist</td>
<td>-This makes him paranoid, irascible, and entirely morally bankrupt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Loves making art and is very good at it. An expert sculptor and painter.</td>
<td>-Is willing to steal work for Reddit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+His clone is also a good artist, and is willing to teach you.</td>
<td>-Is willing to kill for Reddit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+When not scrambling to please Reddit, is actually a cool guy.</td>
<td>-Is willing to destroy his own integrety to prostrate himself before Reddit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Hates most non-Reddit authors.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BOONS (good things)**

1. You will become far more artistically talented.
2. You develop the ability to talk in colors and fonts.
3. You become a master of magic tricks. You could make a killing on the streets. Or as a pickpocket.
4. Reddit will never be invisible to you: you can see it when it is near and those afflicted by it.
5. You get a fairy friend. Who is also a clown.

**BUGS (neutral things)**

1. You become a devout muslim.
2. You get a clown fetish. And I mean a BIG one.
3. You now use the word “nigger” a lot. With the “r”.
4. Your name can sometimes change to something completely inconsequential. Everyone will notice.
5. Every time you are mentioned online, you will be compelled to join the discussion if you are able.

**BANES (bad things)**

1. You are now an eternal servant of Reddit.
2. You feel a need to appease the masses.
3. You become a vehement jew-hater. If you see a jew, you will attack the jew.
4. You now hate every non-Reddit author.
5. A smell now follows you. A very bad smell. A smell of camels and cheap makeup.

**For Want of a Paperclip**

You gain innate talent in and detailed knowledge of Paperclip Alchemy.

There are many fields in Paperclip Alchemy, and you are given a grounding in all of them. Pick one of the following fields to specialize in. This field will always be your strongest, and you will begin as a master in it.

1. **Paperclip Transformation**
   - You can turn metal paperclips into any other material, taking a little bit of time per paperclip. As you grow more skilled, you will be able to turn paperclips into large blocks of matter, which need not be pure. You could then turn a mountain of paperclips into a supercomputer, if you were so willing.

2. **Paperclip Improvement**
   - You can improve items with paperclips. Anything that exists can be improved, and you can do it with paperclips. The better you get, the more you can improve items and the fewer paperclips it will take.

3. **Divine Intervention**
   - The spirit of paperclips, Angus Macgyver, watches over all Paperclip Alchemists, offering them guidance and aid in times of need. If you grow more fluent in his traditions, you may channel his spirit and power to perform acts far beyond the normal bounds of Paperclip Alchemy.

**Snap**

You gain an eldritch clown waifu. She is loyal to you, by her definition of loyalty.

You may choose one of the waifus from Snap or take a gamble to gain a final, unknown waifu formed from your own psyche. She will always be extremely possessive, highly dangerous, and differently ethical. Basically, she's a powerful and fucked up Thing. With a capital “T”. She will be what your heart truly desires, and perhaps what it needs, but might not be socially acceptable. No, it WILL not be socially acceptable. You think Clourophilia is as bad as it gets? Sweet nerevar, your depths do not see the light of day for a reason. Your deepest cravings are not made manifest for your own good. But no longer.

Other disciples can resist or outright nullify your waifu’s powers, but normal people cannot. Feel free to terrorize them at will.

I bet your waifu would love that.

You will also develop clown powers at a rate proportional to your waifu’s growing love for you. You will also develop her mentality, and eventually become a true eldritch clown yourself. What lies after? Only the Allsync Anon knows.
Ever the strange weirdo, Allsync Anon found Savestate building a food hammock for ants using moonlight-grown blades of grass.

When offered ascension, Savestate insisted on being given time as a waifu, for he had always loved it.

- Kind. Would never put anyone through undue harm.
- Regal in bearing. You feel proud announcing that you are his disciple.
- Always there for you. He loves you.
- Still makes cyoa for his followers. Doesn't think it's cringey at all.
- Has strange ideas for what counts as "undue harm".
- Slightly obsessive about fluids. Tastes any that come his way to find how they could be improved.
- Always refers to concepts as if they were sentient entities. Spend long enough with him, and you will too.
- Highly endorses meta cyoa.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOONS (good things)</th>
<th>BUGS (neutral things)</th>
<th>BANES (bad things)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Get a ring from Power of Creation. Can be taken up to three times.</td>
<td>1. You are indentured into a 9-5 job at a corporation you never heard of. White masks and black suits mandatory. 2. Become a hollywood autist, complete with supernatural mental abilities and charm in exchange for being literally mentally ill. 3. You'll have to attend the annual QQ-qonvention, populated by some of the worst scum of the internet. Some of them are cool though. 4. Cows enjoy jumping on you now. You also get minor waterbending.</td>
<td>1. You can no longer play cyoa without a meta cyoa add-on, games without mods, drive cars without illegal enhancements...etc. 2. You'll be under constant mental pressure to scream that whatever girl you are closest to at the time is eighteen or above. Can be resisted.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Time Loves You

While Savestate has claimed time, they've been busy. You can get a daughter of time for you, with one of the boons in the cyoa as the extent of her powers at the moment.

She's hollywood autistic, and finds you interesting. Feel free to expand your relationship however you want.

With endless eons, she'll awaken her other powers.

Life In The Shadow Realm

You are granted ownership of a thousand acres of the shadow realm, as well as 20 points to design it (you can expand its area for 1 point per thousand acres).

Outside of your realm, any designs outside of your personal ones are overridden by whatever other disciple's land you're in. There are empty zones with no current owners, which Savestate awards to his disciples at a whim.
Scientist

“I sexually identify as trans-American. My pronouns are yee/haw”

Allsync Anon sensed a great disturbance in the force. He immediately teleported to Australia, just as a mad man was about to teach an Emu how to fly using spider silk wing extensions while riding a kangaroo.

In exchange for retroactively altering history so that the Emu War was between two soldiers and 20,000 emu, the Scientist promised to leave Australia out of his future machinations.

- ‘murican in all the ways that matter
- Has a supply of red pills he’ll gladly share with his disciples
- Metalhead
- Has a menagerie of aussie wildlife. Can be persuaded to give some away as pets.

- Addicted to the red pills. Will require an intervention eventually
- Allergic to blue pills
- Aussie metalhead
- Not to be trusted with a deadline

BOONS (good things)
1. Get a pass to the Skywalker Ranch Sex Cave, open 8-5.
2. Become immune to any natural poison or toxic material through a blood donation from the aussie.
3. Design a gun from scratch through any mixture of mundane materials and components, and Scientist will craft one for you, and provide an annual resupply of ammo.
4. You can convert any currency you have into its equivalent on January 1st, 2000 of any other currency. Only one transformation per value of currency (no trading gold for Argentenian pesos then turning those into gold).

BUGS (neutral things)
1. Your presence makes the four horsemen lazy and inattentive. Shit flies under the radar more, for and against you.
2. High ranking entities have a tendency to bet on you. This means you'll get attention, help from those who bet on your success, and obstruction from those who bet on your failure.
3. You become a master shitposter. You can never turn it off.
4. One time only, you can redistribute your stat-points. Any increase in one stat will require a decrease in another.

BANES (bad things)
1. Any waifu you manage to attain is secretly very flawed. You'll only find out once you tie the knot.
2. Every 28 sequential days you spend in any country will cause a random apocalyptic event to occur. Could be a meteor, could be zombies, could be aliens, could be a nuke... Not guaranteed to destroy the world (or heck, even the countryside).
3. Any ship you get on will either be a pirate ship in disguise, or carrying violent and capable prisoners.
4. You exude a pheromone that attracts local blue pill junkies and turns them murderous.

Necromancer
The Scientist will bequeath to you a necromancy tome of your choice. You will have to attend his classes to fully comprehend and understand how to utilize the spells within.

Be advised that Necromancy is a shunned art in most worlds, and nine times out of ten, you will find an order of crusaders, witch hunters, paladins, or similar fanatics hunting you and your kind down.

Devotees who accept the Necromancy cyoa are ALSO required to star in and provide monsters for at least one Troma (grade z) movie, or the equivalent.

Alium Abduction
You're abducted by aliens! Interstellar poachers after “human horn” kidnap you, and subject you to numerous “experiments” . . . . All of which are filmed and posted to pay sites on the intergalactic web.

Poaching is only a slap on the wrist, but the resulting class action lawsuit against the maker of the defective anal probe nets you enough credits to buy a snazzy space cruiser of your own!

(Side note - you are also a minor adult entertainment celebrity, thanks to your involuntary participation in "Up Yours!" And "Greys Gone Wild!" Periodically you'll receive offers to star in sequels)
Scottishanon wielded a massive power, way before Allsyncanon ascended: the power of non-cringe self-inserting. It was for this that Allsyncanon, omnipotent and omniscient as he was, begged him for his secret. In exchange, he was allowed every fanficcers dream: to become his persona.

-If you like what he likes, your taste is sophisticated
-Actually capable of wearing pants
-Will get down and dirty with his disciples to get things done
-Handyman
+Him and his dashing adventurer clone are excellent pals
+A capable poet

\-Strong distaste for anything more advanced than the radio
-Ironically, sunburns very easily
-Might be a vampire
-Can survive on very little, but must have fish & chips, or tobacco
-Good luck making it out of the pal-zone
-Poetry's gay

**BOONS (good things)**
1. Followers of ScottishAnon never get chosen for grunt work, unless they really screw up somehow. Everything they do will matter, for better or worse.
2. No matter how minuscule your achievements, you'll always feel immense pride at them, as will the common man.
4. Crocodiles love you.

**BUGS (neutral things)**
1. Randomly find a high quality cigar or cigarette after you make a major life decision.
2. Always meet strange people that would've felt more at home in one of your previous adventures.
3. You will never become the best, but neither will you lose what matters to you most in the chase for success.
4. Once in a while, you'll feel the need to monologue and laugh maniacally.

**BANES (bad things)**
1. Everyone will think you're Scottish. Even if they don't know what that means.
2. No matter how much you wash, you'll always have a smokey smell on you. Not the good kind.
3. Every journey you make will be punctuated by a chase from an enemy you cannot defeat, until you reach your destination.
4. One day, you'll finish all you need to do. You'll know when it's arriving from a long way off, but there's no way to prevent it. On that day, you'll vanish to the mists of time, and on the rare occasion you return, you'll never do anything as important as what you did before.

**Guardians/Forces of Darkness/Free Agents**
Even though the Great War is long over, the multiverse is full of deadly conflicts. Enlist with one of the great leaders as an elite mercenary, and win wealth, glory, and power fighting for their cause.

"Are You Hiring" (Endless Ocean)
Become a Recruiter! Your new job grants you the ability to planeswalk, sense opportunities in other planes, and find individuals well suited for an isekai adventure. Plus, for every person you place who distinguishes them, you get an extra year in the prime of life! Succeed enough, and you can become effectively immortal, and see the entire multiverse!
Shitty CYOA Creator is the most low-effort person ever to exist.

He is incredibly lazy, not doing much of anything. He’s also 100% perfectly immortal, which is good since he’s too lazy to breathe most of the time.

Despite this, his power manifests subconsciously to make cheesy ripoffs and cheap imitations of everything around him. Watches multiply into Chinese fakes, tables copy themselves into flimsy plywood replicas, and, if you spent enough time around him, you might end up with a flanderized twin.

His power also works on media: if you put a copy of Lord of the Rings next to him, it might breed a pile of Harry Potter books. He’s capable of generating a startling amount of bad fanfiction, terrible film edits, low-quality YouTube poops, everything that could be considered a downgrade.

Throughout all of this, he lies in bed doing nothing. Does he truly live?

-You can do anything you want with him, and he won’t care
-Can turn gold or platinum into copper or iron.
-Will never complain
-His clone doesn’t complain either
-Make of what you will

BOONS (good things)
1. You don’t get mentally tired from anything. You can shit out bad copies of things for hours on end.
2. Everyone just tolerates you so long as you don’t do anything too radical.
3. Every time you make something, you make an exact copy.
4. The less effort you put into something, paradoxically, the faster it gets done.
5. Nobody will ever take credit for anything you do.

Shitty CYOCA Creator
Choose one of the Shitty CYOAs, excluding Anon’s Shitty OC. You may now, once a day, generate a build for your chosen CYOA. If you choose Shitty Monster Girl, you can generate one monster girl a day. If you choose Super Shitty Mass Shooter, you can generate one massive shooter a day.

Naturally, because the things you generate are shitty, they’re not terribly useful for any particular thing, but you could get an army of shitty sabers or something so that’s cool.

If you are so unwise as to choose the Shitty Zynthia Cyoa, Tok will find you. Be warned.

If you choose Shitty Pick a Prostitute, they are never guaranteed to be STD free.

BUGS (neutral things)
1. Your luck becomes much more stable. You have less good luck and less bad luck.
2. You now cannot give a shit about anything.
3. You now literally cannot give a shit. You cannot shit. You have no need to shit. You are literally like a vegetable.
4. You will feel an urge to make a shitty cyoa once every few months or so.
5. You can no longer “cut” things on computers. You have to copy and then delete.

Shitty CYOCA Creator
Choose one of the Shitty CYOAs, excluding Anon’s Shitty OC. You may now, once a day, generate a build for your chosen CYOA. If you choose Shitty Monster Girl, you can generate one monster girl a day. If you choose Super Shitty Mass Shooter, you can generate one massive shooter a day.

Naturally, because the things you generate are shitty, they’re not terribly useful for any particular thing, but you could get an army of shitty sabers or something so that’s cool.

If you are so unwise as to choose the Shitty Zynthia Cyoa, Tok will find you. Be warned.

If you choose Shitty Pick a Prostitute, they are never guaranteed to be STD free.

BUGS (neutral things)
1. Your luck becomes much more stable. You have less good luck and less bad luck.
2. You now cannot give a shit about anything.
3. You now literally cannot give a shit. You cannot shit. You have no need to shit.
4. You will feel an urge to make a shitty cyoa once every few months or so.
5. You can no longer “cut” things on computers. You have to copy and then delete.

Shitty CYOCA Creator
Choose one of the Shitty CYOAs, excluding Anon’s Shitty OC. You may now, once a day, generate a build for your chosen CYOA. If you choose Shitty Monster Girl, you can generate one monster girl a day. If you choose Super Shitty Mass Shooter, you can generate one massive shooter a day.

Naturally, because the things you generate are shitty, they’re not terribly useful for any particular thing, but you could get an army of shitty sabers or something so that’s cool.

If you are so unwise as to choose the Shitty Zynthia Cyoa, Tok will find you. Be warned.

If you choose Shitty Pick a Prostitute, they are never guaranteed to be STD free.

Shitty Creator
Congratulations, you’ve chosen the shittiest, most derivative power available.

You get a shitty version of Shitty CYOA Creator’s own power.

You can make a shitty version of anything you are currently touching, but it takes a while for it to appear and you have to focus for the entire duration.

Something like making a shitty pencil may take a few seconds, but making a shitty person will take a day and making a shitty house could take weeks.

You can generate shitty art and fiction nearly instantly, though. You could make a big impression on Tumblr.

You can also, by touching a disciple or author, gain a really shitty version of their powers for a few days. You can only have one such shitty version at a time.
Sockminster

“I hate whites” – quote taken by a CNNNon

Allsync Anon interrupted Sockminster's tanning session, almost killing him (again) in the process. After putting out most of the fire, Allsync Anon offered him author-ascension.

As he is dead, his clone was created using his soulforce instead. She will need time and power to grow into her shortstack form.

- Big busts chad. All female disciples are bustified.
- Will support his disciples' right to hate people, regardless of their color.
- Supernatural vampiric charm and bod.
- Every disciple gets a seneschal, who will make him out to be a fool, yet inexplicably endear him to all he introduces him to.

BOONS (good things)
1. Become a master sock puppeteer, complete with ventriloquism skills.
2. You gain a posse of multi-species sidekicks, with varied skill traits. They don't count as disciples, but are loyal to you nonetheless, on par with mid-level adventurers.
3. Gain a Second Chance Stone. If you took Bane 3, you get another one each time you catch a trainee.

BUGS (neutral things)
1. Any females you pursue romantically or sexually will be revealed to have been shortstacks, either using bodysuits, mechanized bodies, golems, illusions, or just plain 3-4 chicks standing on each others' shoulders wearing a trench-coat.
2. You become incapable of being aroused by flatties (or dicklets if female).
3. Steel glows a faint blue when you're around.

BANES (bad things)
1. You become extremely sensitive to criticism, in the sense that you'll take it seriously even if it's from an obvious shitposter that doesn't know what he's talking about.
2. Anyone who learns that you're a disciple of Sockminster will assume you're a PvP autist picking a fight with them.
3. The Thief God will send his trainee priests to steal any belongings you leave unattended. If you manage to catch them in the act, he'll grant you a year's reprieve.
4. If a follower of Sockminster ever leaves a task unfinished, an army of internet geeks will constantly post about it, begging them to come back finish it.

Vampire King
Build a mighty kingdom of vampires. However, your subjects (and yourself) can only be nourished by the blood of disciples. Your dimension's reserves will run out in a century.

Fairy King
Build a mighty kingdom of fairies. However, your dimension is stuck in limbo until such a time as page 3 is released.
Lord Thistlewaite

Thistlewaite is more concerned with exploring the past than building the future. When AllSync Anon showed up to grant him his powers (interrupting his work on an Italian City-State cyoa), Thistle's disdain for magic and love of history led his power to manifest as timeline travel, not planeswalking. Nobody outside his disciples have seen him since, as he ran off to the distant past without even giving the present a second glance.

+Has an anthropology degree.  
+Tons of fun history facts  
+Infectious enthusiasm for history  
+Somewhat decent artist.

"Goodbye first rate education, hello University of Lincoln!"

-Doesn't care about anything but history  
-Are we sure he is autistic? He made it to an Oxford interview and everything  
-Not all the history facts are that fun. He should know, he’s bri’ish.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOONS (good things)</th>
<th>BUGS (neutral things)</th>
<th>BANES (bad things)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. You age way more gracefully than other people.  
2. The more you know about something, the more enthusiastic you are about it.  
3. Thistlewaite will show up sometimes to take you on vacation to cool time periods.  
4. You receive a large inheritance, including land, from a relative you didn’t even know existed.  
5. You’re always proficient in the most common language in whatever world you find yourself in. | 1. You have perspective on yourself. It doesn’t feel great.  
2. Apples taste weird to you. Not bad, just... off.  
3. Wherever you go, civilization seems to slowly decline around you. decaying amenities, declining population -- it always looks like things are winding down. This doesn’t inconvenience you much and can be cozy if you like things quiet.  
4. You gain vast insight into history and anthropology, and a fascination with some random largely extinct pseudoscience or philosophy.  
5. Lose your sex drive, becoming immune to seduction and waifus. | 1. People think you're kind of one note. Because you are.  
2. It's harder for you to join a group and stop being an outsider.  
3. Things (or people) breaking down interests you a bit too much.  
4. Learning magic less subtle than astral projection or psychometry is really, really hard.  
5. People seem to mistrust you, as though you’re an ill omen. They might not be wrong. |

Looking Backwards

Pick any period in history that contains hominids. You're transported to an alternate timeline in that time period, and given control over some group of people and/or humanoids. That's it, go nuts. The world's your oyster. If you survive to modern day while keeping control, you can open a portal between your timeline and the baseline.

Monument Builder

When you die, you become a ghost. Your power level is determined by your left-over influence. The more people that remember you, the more artifacts and buildings left behind, the more control you have over the afterlife. If you're totally forgotten and left nothing behind, you'll be a powerless specter that can only observe what happens near where you died, until you choose to pass on. If you become bigger than Jesus, you'll be able to LARP as a god of the underworld, marshal entire armies of spirits, possess people in other dimensions, view hundreds of timelines simultaneously, and even beat up some weaker authors.

However, once you die, you'll never again be able to influence Earth, and thus the source of your legacy powers. Plus, you're not given any direct ability to become more notable or remembered. Are you a bad enough dude to be remembered forever?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>+Thoughtful and Descriptive +Always has time for you +Fairly down-to-earth -Only contacts disciples through ascii plaintext</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BOONS (good things)
1. If you can describe an object or being perfectly, in every detail, you can use that written description to summon it.
2. ...

### BUGS (neutral things)
1. Your personal reality seems to meld subtly with others, which come and go at random.
2. ...

### BANES (bad things)
1. You lose the ability to "see" conventionally. Your mind only pictures the words associated with things.
2. (requires boon 1) The item being described has to be 50% different from any pre-existing item, otherwise it won’t be summoned.

### Textanon Waifu Gallery
Create a build for the Waifu Gallery. You may summon any one waifu created by such a build (either a single choice or a composite defined by you from multiple), who will manifest in your world. You may choose a second composite of other choices (if you have any left) and obtain power for yourself equivalent to what that choice or composite choices would possess.

### Author Love Letter
Choose one other author. You gain their minor favor, including one of their boons and the ability to take a second one of their boons if you also take a bug and bane from them.
Tokhaar Gol

Tok is perhaps the third or fourth most degenerate person alive. Given the other authors here, and given the international network of rich pedophiles, that's saying something.

He's been given Zynthia as a waifu and his clone has a male Zynthia named Zynth, but this has not appeased his lust nearly as much as he thought it would. Currently, he wages endless war against the authors he feels have wronged him, which is made harder by his complete lack of combat utility.

Tok has full command over lewd magic, and would probably be the most desirable man on the entire planet were it not for the fact that his personality is fundamentally unattractive to the point of inducing absolute disgust.

He owns a demiplane which is just a massive sex palace to cater to any and all of his disciples' sexual wishes. It has never been cleaned. Never will be. He also likes to watch.

| +Uhhhh | -Will probably rape you eventually |
| +You can get laid | -Fucking insuffurable |
| +Uhhhhhhhhhhhh | -Zynthia/Zynth are awful people |
| +Yeah that's about it | -Has incredibly disgusting fetishes |
| +You'll have sex | -All authors hate him |
| +Probably | -You will hate him too, in time |

### BOONS (good things)

2. You get a SJW to retrain. Once you've done that, you'll get another. If you fail, Tok will rape you.
3. You can define a behavior that everyone who loves you will act upon, like bullying or sadism.
4. You can postblock Tok for 24 hours at any time.
5. You will always know where Tok is at any given time. That way you can avoid him. Or hunt him.

### BUGS (neutral things)

1. You develop a love of women who stutter
2. Every bit of magic you'll ever learn will be made lewd somehow.
3. As far as swords go, you can only use katanas.
4. Your hair becomes REALLY oily.
5. Your sister will never fuck you. If you don't have a sister, this has no effect. It also makes your stepsisters less likely to be attracted to you.

### BANES (bad things)

1. You fall in love with Tok's personal Zynthia
2. You become a massive attention whore. You cannot enjoy sex unless there's something really fucked up about it.
3. Tok will appear directly behind you.
4. You may never, under any circumstances, kill Tok. You may also not engage in actions which you think might have a high chance of killing Tok.

### Nemesis

Make a build for Nemesis with 10 shards of power. You may not take companions. You get sent to a world on your mission. Repeat.

After every world, you get an optional one month break. Most disciples just hang out at Tok's pleasure demiplane and fuck their brains out.

You may also designate any non-Tok author as your Nemesis. Each author can only have one Tok disciple as their Nemesis at a time. You only get 8 shards of power, still can take no companions, and the author will always know you're coming for them.

For the purposes of Mai Waifu, if the author does not have a waifu and is not in a long-term relationship, you cannot choose this quest.

### World of Whorecraft

Make a World of Whorecraft build.

Nothing special at all about this one, aside from the fact that you'll still be in our world and your family and friends will know what you became.

You absolute degenerate.

It's worth noting that your "combat" abilities aren't particularly helpful against other disciples or even normal people. Orgasm-based combat techniques are thoroughly outclassed by normal combat techniques like "gun" or "sword" or "fireball", to say nothing of the distinctive and repulsive appearances of such disciples.

I suppose you could have fun fighting other Tok disciples, but I bet there won't be many of them.
Intense fevered dreams and sexual fantasies led Allsync Anon to Troy X. Recently having moved into a cheap basement apartment, he was hard at work on his next harem CYOA, looking for art of the most buxom women he could find.

And when Allsync Anon explained his offer, Troy X leapt at the opportunity. The chance to actually have his fantasy harem and godlike powers - it was everything he had ever dreamt of.

But as Allsync Anon's power flooded into Troy X, both were in for a surprise as his pants tore wide open, unable to contain the massive growth. Allsync Anon offered to try and fix the "problem", but Troy X actually begged to be even bigger!

Feeling slightly awkward, Allsync Anon slipped out of the room the moment Troy X was distracted. He tried to follow after Allsync Anon, but found that he could no longer move without a wheelbarrow.

+ Magnanimous and generous
+ Seriously, his realm is like a communist utopia
+ Every disciple is automatically well-endowed beyond the dreams of porn stars and teenage fantasies
+ Never suffer any health problems or back strain from your "upgrade"

- Will make fun of you for being flat-chested or having a shrimp dick, no matter how big you are
- Constantly criticized as being derivative and repetitive
- Had an identity crisis a while back. Might go spastic if you mention his old moniker "BigAl"
- Brony

### BOONS (good things)
1. Women become surprisingly willing to share you, and join your harem.
2. You are afflicted by a harmless virus that chases and consumes any undesirable genetic traits in your body, which includes harmful diseases. Inheritable, and can be passed through sex.
3. Any problem you encounter can be solved via sex of some sort, though that does not make it easier by any measure.

### BUGS (neutral things)
1. Become sexually attracted to women (if not already).
2. Must annually celebrate TroyX's ascension with an orgy. Failure to do so results in becoming impotent/frigid for the rest of the year.
3. Cute virgin girls will constantly proposition you for sex.

### BANES (bad things)
1. Every girl you add to your harem will have sex with the rest whenever you aren’t available. Cuck.
2. All of your children age into a fuckable age the second they’re born. They have the knowledge and emotional intelligence, but miss out on childhood.
3. Wearing clothing feels as stifling as wrapping yourself in a sweat-soaked burka in the middle of furcon.

### Ascension
You start out as a half-incubus/succubus or a Spiritcaller, with a stocked party of capable female companions.

The more companions you add to your harem, the more powerful you get. Similarly, adding powerful companions to your harem also makes you more powerful.

Your harem's power is added to you, divided by ten. Once your total power matches that of a minor god, you’ll ascend, but the power gained from your harem becomes divided by a hundred instead. And so on and so forth.

### Descension
You start out with a breeder build, with a stocked harem full of fertile and varied haremettes.

The more children you sire, the more powerful you get. Similarly, siring a powerful child also makes you more powerful.

Your children’s power is added to you, divided by ten. Once your total power matches that of a minor god, you’ll ascend, but the power gained from your children becomes divided by a thousand instead. And so on and so forth.
"Sure, it's fine now. But what if we made it even weirder?"

+Very creative, always willing to push boundaries
+Can contact other dimensions for you
+Has contacts everywhere, is friends with some of the weirdest people.
+Vast psychic powers

-Minor case of major brain damage
-Doesn't know what's real
-Can and will fuck you over on 'accident'
-Doesn't know how he does half the shit he does
-Loves boxes a bit too much

BOONS (good things)
1. You're capable of functioning somewhat normally, no matter how much damage you take to your brain, mind, or soul.
2. Absolutely nothing can surprise you anymore, you're ready for anything.
3. What doesn't kill you makes you stronger. And stranger. Regeneration, with a side of mutation.

BUGS (neutral things)
1. You get a weird form of color blindness, where every color seems bizarrely flat.
2. You gain a Skinwalker's phone number. It'll do you favors, occasionally.
3. Your fighting skill and cooking skill are equalized; as one goes up and down, so does the other.

BANES (bad things)
1. At some point in the near future, you'll get a railroad spike shoved through your head. You'll survive, but barely.
2. All of your supernatural powers are black boxed, and can morph on a dime. Even if you think you understand it, a core part might change and you won't know until you try and use it again. Failure tends to cause weirdness.
3. You always stink of pineapple.

Magician
You gain a single Magician's trick, excluding dream manipulation, and can learn more given time. You also gain an Astra, but good luck figuring out what the hell it even is.

Dream Broker
Every time you dream, you're offered a choice to take a part of the dream into reality. Everything taken out of the dream will have strange, wondrous powers that you only discover upon waking, but there's always a debt to pay. And sometimes, what you take out is far more dangerous than you expect.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUTHOR NAME</th>
<th>DEFINING QUOTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the author</td>
<td>IMAGE THAT REPRESENTS THE AUTHOR SOMEHOW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

+Positive trait of the author
+Positive trait of the author
+Positive trait of the author
+Positive trait of the author
+Positive trait of the author

 Negative trait of the author
 Negative trait of the author
 Negative trait of the author
 Negative trait of the author
 Negative trait of the author

**BOONS (good things)**
1. Boon One
2. Boon One
3. Boon One
4. Boon One
5. Boon One

**BUGS (neutral things)**
1. Bug One
2. Bug One
3. Bug One
4. Bug One
5. Bug One

**BANES (bad things)**
1. Bane One
2. Bane One
3. Bane One
4. Bane One
5. Bane One

**CYOA ONE**
Details about the CYOA and what powers/choices you get.

**CYOA TWO**
Details about the CYOA and what powers/choices you get.
_v is an exception. An anomaly. When Allsync Anon came down to grant her power, he found that she had already attained it, and so much more. Oh so much more. But it was at a price. For she was the idol of a one-man cult led by a strange man in a bear fursuit, who had dedicated her a shrine, and would postulate upon her magnificence to all those that would (and many that wouldn't) hear. She was a prisoner of his claims, unable to break them lest she attract her one follower's ire. All because of a thoughtless half-joking promise...

The cultist's autism proved to be a challenge, requiring Allsync Anon to actually utilize 10% of his power, before sealing him as her clone. With him gone, _v's powers largely diminished, but she was finally at peace. _v's powers allow her to breathe life and purity where there was nothing but darkness and corruption. She has gone down from a dimensional scale to a forest's scale.

Her cultist is her first disciple, and claims to be descended from Xi Jinping himself. He wields considerable power, but most do find him unsettling, to say the least.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOONS (good things)</th>
<th>BUGS (neutral things)</th>
<th>BANES (bad things)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. You gain an excellent rapport with short people, as if you were childhood friends. 2. You get an omni-pass. As long as it's a hotel-like establishment, like an inn, or a resort, you can stay there and partake of the amenities free of charge. 3. You gain an internal timer that can count down time perfectly for you, down to the seconds. 4. Any scrapbooks you make are sublime in their perfection. You could make a lot of money this way.</td>
<td>1. You gain moe-vision. Everything looks like a cuter version of itself. 2. You easily gain the attention of witches. 3. You become very short if female, like a more chibi version of yourself. You become huge and musclebound if male. 4. You're hard to detect or remember for very long.</td>
<td>1. You gain a sweet tooth. You can't enjoy anything that isn't sweet anymore. 2. You will write like an ESL unconsciously +20% of the time. 3. You attract rapacious individuals. 4. You become a fucking wierdo wholly devoted to the care and protection of a random person of the opposite sex. They do not have the ability to reject you and you do not have the ability to stop.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Witch's Cake Shop
You are granted the recipe of one of the cakes from the Witch's Cake Shop. They require mystical and hard-to-find components, and are difficult to bake as well.

If you manage to bake a good enough sample to score a 7/10 or higher on the annual witch baking competition, the shop will grant you another recipe.

Impress them enough, and they might write you a letter of recommendation to the witch baker's guild, where they have even more wondrous recipes.

Catbox
You meet one of the cats as a newborn kit inside a cardboard box at the side of the road. Raise it with care, and it will lead you to its corner in the Catbox.

Help it when it gives birth to its own litter, and the witches' familiar's guild will exchange each one of them for a familiar of your choice, as well as the contact info of the purchasers.

If you truly love the cat, then you may gain the favor of the feline archcouncil, who may bestow boons upon you.
Complete lack of taste. A living embodiment of a lack of taste. That is all you need to know.

And yeah, he has a lot of powers from Worm. And a waifu from WAIFU. With a lot of weird shit attached.

But the main point here is that he has no taste in anything. Music, art, waifus, WAIFUs. Never ask him where he wants to eat, or you’ll be very disappointed.

He can also open portals to any Worm universe, which remain open for some time afterwards.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BOONS (good things)</strong></th>
<th><strong>BUGS (neutral things)</strong></th>
<th><strong>BANES (bad things)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. You rarely get in trouble with things that are Eldritch.</td>
<td>1. You like reading more now, especially very long pieces of literature.</td>
<td>1. You are much more eager for conflict.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. You naturally have a better idea of how to use your powers.</td>
<td>2. Your taste in women is much more tentacly now.</td>
<td>2. When not fighting, you’re pretty weak.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Your powers get significantly stronger when you’re stressed or endangered.</td>
<td>3. You think regular human-sized women are pretty gross. Dwarfs are ok, but bigger is better.</td>
<td>3. You can’t care about any massive loss of life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Love comes somewhat easier than usual.</td>
<td>4. You are much quicker to rationalize things to your benefit. MUCH quicker. Worryingly quick.</td>
<td>4. You generally assume the worst, both of people and situations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. You operate better under stress than before.</td>
<td>5. You will probably develop a looser moral code.</td>
<td>5. Most people will probably find you trigger happy and be nervous around you. You will deserve this, most likely.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Worm V4**

Play the Worm v4 Cyoa with 8 points. You take anything other than powers. Chosen powers will slowly grow stronger over time and develop more varied uses, but no completely new powers will form. Powers cap off at Triumvirate-tier strength, but this takes a long time to fully realize.

You may, if you so desire, leave this world behind and go into any Worm universe you like. If so, you play the Worm v4 Cyoa with 12 points. You’ll have to find WormAnon if you want to come back, and there’s no guarantee he will even come to your universe, much less find you. Then again, maybe you’ll like it there.

**WAIFU**

Choose one of the Waifus form the WAIFU cyoa. You gain a lengthy and complex ritual that, when completed, summons them into your world, ready to start the apocalypse. The ritual is weak, however, and significantly hampers a WAIFUs power. The longer you wait to perform the ritual and the more power you gain, the stronger she will be when you summon her.

Weaker WAIFUs take less time to summon at full strength, while the earth destroying ones will probably take more than a century to mature to full power. Killing a WAIFU doesn’t stop them from being resummoned, but does reset the time needed to charge the ritual. The ritual charges twice as fast each time the WAIFU is killed until it reaches the highest charge reached upon the last summoning.

Disciples that choose this path slow in aging as the Ritual grows more powerful and as their WAIFU kills more and more. Disciples have no direct control, but most WAIFUs are extremely loyal. Most.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUTHOR NAME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the author</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEFINING QUOTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMAGE THAT REPRESENTS THE AUTHOR SOMEHOW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| +Positive trait of the author |
| +Positive trait of the author |
| +Positive trait of the author |
| +Positive trait of the author |
| +Positive trait of the author |

| -Negative trait of the author |
| -Negative trait of the author |
| -Negative trait of the author |
| -Negative trait of the author |
| -Negative trait of the author |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOONS (good things)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Boon One 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boon One 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boon One 4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boon One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Boon One</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BUGS (neutral things)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bug One 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bug One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Bug One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Bug One</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BANES (bad things)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Bane One 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bane One 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bane One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Bane One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Bane One</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CYOA ONE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Details about the CYOA and what powers/choices you get.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CYOA TWO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Details about the CYOA and what powers/choices you get.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Some believe the illuminati control the world. Others, the jews. Stonmasons, Rothschilds, vampires, Knights Templar... all hogwash. The world is and has always been under the control of the wyrms, and the silverblooded red-feathered wyrms were at the top of the hierarchy.

Trouble is, their changes are excessively slow, invisible in the background, and are impossible to claim credit for. It took Wyrm decades to grant omnipotence to someone tangentially related to him in such a way they'd power him up sufficiently to be slightly more directly capable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wyrm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Some believe the illuminati control the world. Others, the jews. Stonmasons, Rothschilds, vampires, Knights Templar... all hogwash. The world is and has always been under the control of the wyrms, and the silverblooded red-feathered wyrms were at the top of the hierarchy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trouble is, their changes are excessively slow, invisible in the background, and are impossible to claim credit for. It took Wyrm decades to grant omnipotence to someone tangentially related to him in such a way they'd power him up sufficiently to be slightly more directly capable.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOONS (good things)</th>
<th>BUGS (neutral things)</th>
<th>BANES (bad things)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Immune to hangovers.</td>
<td>1. Can only be aroused by jailbait. The riskier, the better.</td>
<td>1. Children in vicinity experience potent sexual growth. Expect 10 year olds with anime-tier boobs. Still illegal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Become part of the family. In Alabama.</td>
<td>2. Become a Christian.</td>
<td>2. You could have your name emblazoned on the space elevator, and nobody'll acknowledge your contributions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Your parents become trillionaires. They're willing to take you in, if you need.</td>
<td>3. Your sister becomes incredibly ugly.</td>
<td>3. You become Polish. Fuck the polish, and fuck you.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. You become part of the “family”. Mafia-style.</td>
<td>4. You eyes get kind of puffy.</td>
<td>4. You can only earn money through your writing, or something that majorly incorporates it. A CYOA works, driving a car with your name on it does not.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Choose one:

A- Pick a harem as normal.

B- Limit yourself to only one girl. Become an ultra chad with B in all stats. However, if you ever so much as get aroused by a woman besides your one true waifu, you will receive pain as if your balls have a few hundred termites breakdancing inside them. If you have sex with anyone besides your one true waifu, your dick will turn into a giant immortal snake that will devour you by painful bite. Better invest in resurrection scrolls, because even if your waifu dies, you can’t remarry.

In either scenario, you are tasked with suppressing the chaotic growth of the MGE realm into other realms. You are paid in native produce, as well as whatever you can loot from the invaders.

Retake the Holy Land

Receive a full suit of crusader armor, and a holy zweihander. For as long as you extol the virtues of the lord and fight in his name and his alone, you are untiring, indestructible, and incorruptible. Take off any piece of your armor for any reason, or say anything that is not psalms or praises, and you’ll be defenseless.

The more holy lands you take and defend in the name of the lord, the larger and stronger you, your armor, and your zweihander become, up to becoming a veritable giant.
ZBG

Zodiac Brides Guy is not who you think he is.

Deep in an insane asylum, the real ZBG lurks, locked in a strait jacket. On the walls of his padded cell, he draws up plans for video games that will never be made, with a marker held in his teeth.

In his periodic moments of lucidity, he sneaks into the administrator's office, and types out emails to his puppet. The puppet that everyone else thinks is the "real" ZBG.

All this despite the powers that Alsync Anon has bestowed on him. After all, it's more fun to be the power behind the throne, or his name isn't Sebastian! No, wait, it's Dr. Gabe! No, it's...

Walks amongst the commoners, so to speak
Innocent enough to still appreciate the newfags
Clone is a qt nurse that helps him reach out to his puppet through the office computer more often
Has several witches on speed dial
Unlimited supply of bananas

BOONS (good things)
1. Disciples of ZBG are always considered "marriage material", and a "good catch", regardless of any flaws they might actually have.
2. Gain a ZBG coin. If you draw the face of someone and shove it up your ass, they'll cease to exist. Doesn't work on authors, regardless of what ZBG will swear on.
3. Successfully guessing someone's true name without being directly informed through research gives full control over them.
4. Shave off slivers of your soul to use as universal currency, or cut off a big one to grow a custom homunculus.
5. You gain dangerous levels of dindu, almost on par with the Italics.

BUGS (neutral things)
1. Become blonde, with massive (not deformed) hands.
2. At least one of your waifus will be flirtatious. As in, with other people. Still loyal, somehow.
3. Become an excellent climber. Not very good at climbing down though.
4. Fortune cookies become accurate.
5. You become a half-decent rapper. Can't refuse a rap-battle, ever. Can invoke rap-battles to resolve conflicts.

BANES (bad things)
1. Love triangles and other romantic disputes must always be settled with a battle royale!
2. Temporarily lose your powers when not in a committed relationship (romantic or platonic).
3. Become a fatefag. You can only recognize historical figures as sexualized anime characters.
4. 50% chance of a waifu being actual used goods (varies from having touched another man, to full on lovey-dovey window-shattering orgasm-screaming smex).
5. Crossroads signs become very arousing for you, you'll feel compelled to bukkake them on sight.

War Of The Zodiac Brides
Whenever you're single, a magical signal will go out. At the next full moon, a dozen ideal (for you) waifu/husbando candidates will descend on your position, and battle for your hand in marriage!

Marry the winner, and you'll both be blessed with an amazing life, for as long as the marriage lasts.

Guardian Spirit
Shed your physical body, and become an awesomely powerful Guardian Spirit, assigned to help someone destined to lead an interesting life (both high and low maintenance candidates available).

Do a great job, and you'll be offered another candidate. Or you can return to your mundane life, at the moment you left, with a kick-ass Guardian Spirit of your own!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUTHOR NAME</th>
<th>DEFINING QUOTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the author</td>
<td>IMAGE THAT REPRESENTS THE AUTHOR SOMEHOW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>+Positive trait of the author</th>
<th>-Negative trait of the author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+Positive trait of the author</td>
<td>-Negative trait of the author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Positive trait of the author</td>
<td>-Negative trait of the author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Positive trait of the author</td>
<td>-Negative trait of the author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Positive trait of the author</td>
<td>-Negative trait of the author</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOONS (good things)</th>
<th>BUGS (neutral things)</th>
<th>BANES (bad things)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Boon One 2.  
Boon One 3.  
Boon One 4.  
Boon One  
Bug One 3.  
Bug One  
4. Bug One  
Bane One 3.  
Bane One  
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CYOA ONE</th>
<th>CYOA TWO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Details about the CYOA and what powers/choices you get.</td>
<td>Details about the CYOA and what powers/choices you get.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Zuranon burns with passion to create. He will pour his soul into creating wonders heedless of all the cries and jeers of "Autism!" the plebs bleat out. Unfortunately, he also shares a passion for adultery. A passion he is hopeless at. He is also a big fan of the canon of the multiverse and will spend considerable effort protecting them regardless of good or evil.

He has become a true Supreme Being, a level 100 player in Overlord. His build remains the same as it was - Big Z, the guildmaster and bartender of the Neo Tokyo Ravagers (NTR) and a master summoner. However, he has the potential to go even beyond this - he knows the secrets of the Five Divine Ranks and seeks to fully ascend. He also has the power to summon an army of Vordrs, powerful and mysterious monsters who serve to protect the canon of the multiverse. They are powerful, but cannot act unless to punish someone who has broken canon.

He is far more powerful in places he controls or creates, and far weaker when away from his realm. Naturally, he and his acolytes can travel to Overlord and back. This is where he is strongest. He’s the most powerful thing there, by some margin.

---

**BOONS (good things)**
1. You are a master at getting other people to do your work for you.
2. You gain the ability to learn any new ability you can think of once a century, but you must get it approved by Zuranon. Good luck with that.
3. Gain the power of the Norns and manipulate the results of any gacha and gambling based activity.
4. You gain a Vordr gf. She will still kill you if you defy the canon of the worlds.
5. You gain the secrets of the five Divine Ranks. Seek them out to increase your power, but be aware that a low level God is still mortal in strength.

**BUGS (neutral things)**
1. You gain a fetish for NTR and become obnoxious about it.
2. You gain a love for worldbuilding but you lose any talent at it. Still, you enjoy doing it, even if no one ever reads your shitty monster manual.
3. You gain a love for gacha and gambling.
4. You find it extremely easy to gain infamy.
5. People will never understand your work and ask you to casualize it.

**BANES (bad things)**
1. You put autistic amounts of effort into everything you do.
2. You are disgusted by vanilla fetishes.
3. You feel an urge to betray people.
4. You become an ugly bastard. You can never hide or remove your ugliness.
5. You will grow to be hated by those who once loved you but you will grow to love their hate and suffering.

---

**Overlord**
Make a level 30 character with the original version of the Overlord cyoa. You get to create two SACs and take partial levels. You can level up to level 60.

Someone must approve your build.

**Overlord DLC**
Become a Vordr and gain great physical prowess and antimagic capabilities when fighting anyone who defies the canon of ANY multiverse, not just Overlord. You feel a powerful urge to kill anyone who defies canon.

You can only assume the form of either a hideous, constantly shapeshifting monster, a cute girl, or both.

If you choose to be both a monster and a cute girl, this costs a boon.

Someone must approve your build.
LESSER KNOWN AUTHORS

Many authors didn’t have enough power to become a full author, like those above. Instead, they got weaker powers based on one of their CYOAs.

If you would prefer to be a disciple of these lesser authors, then you may choose two of them to follow. Once again, you must take at least one boon from them and an equal number of bugs and banes. You will get abilities from both of their CYOAs, but know that they are far weaker than the abilities of the greater authors you see above. But perhaps you can make something of it, for very few will follow these authors.

Is it better to be a small fish in a tiny pond than a big fish in a bigger pond?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anime Highschool Anon</th>
<th>“Halfway done now”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Some junji ito looking horror show that’s really tall, real spaghettified astronaut aesthetic</td>
<td>Anime Highschool Make a build for anime high school for your new life, if you survive that is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Loooong boye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Really cares a lot about anime and high schools, super passionate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Omega-level autism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Bloblord</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BOONS (good things)**
1. You can kill a thread just by entering it.
2. You get 8.2 inches total added anywhere on your body. split it up as you see fit.

**BUGS (neutral things)**
1. Every project you start fucktouples in size
2. everybody thinks you’re some “AHS” guy for some reason

**BANES (bad things)**
1. you get an anime perception filter, but it’s schizophrenic and randomly switches between styles at the worst possible moments
2. you kill threads just by entering them

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUTHOR NAME</th>
<th>DEFINING QUOTE</th>
<th>CYOA ONE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of author</td>
<td>+Positive trait of the author +Positive trait of the author</td>
<td>Details about the cyoa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Negative trait of the author -Negative trait of the author</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**BANES (bad things)**
1. Bane One
2. Bane One
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Other Entities

1. The JumpChain Author Amalgam: Every jumpchain author has been combined into one hivemind. Beware.
2. Reddit: The spirit of Reddit is a god which any author or disciple can choose to worship for easy power (and upvotes) at the cost of one's identity and soul. Returning from such a fate is possible, but hard.
4. Pissbomber: Master of traps, master of baits, master of piss. He can track anything.
5. The Hog: A normal hog gone completely wild. Has since founded a country of wild hogs and is attempting to be recognized by the UN.